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ACCOUNT CODING SYSTEM 
 
Account Number Structure and Detail  
It is important to identify the proper account to which an item will be expensed prior to making 
any purchase. Doing so will ensure that proper approvals have been obtained and transactions 
are accounted for appropriately. This is applicable to both school paid and district paid 
transactions.  The district uses a 13-14 digit account number, which is in the following format. It 
is extremely important that correct codes are used. If the correct account is not available, please 
either set up the account (school checkbooks) or contact the accounting department for 
assistance.  
 

 
 
 
Fund – 2 numbers, indicates the source of funds. The fund is embedded in the account number, 
but it is still an important part to understand.  The need to account for separate operations 
differently and the fact that many school district revenue sources carry legal restrictions 
regarding how they can be spent, have resulted in the development of fund accounting for 
school districts. Fund accounting emphasizes separate detailed accounting and reporting for 
each of the several subparts of a district, called funds, rather than accounting and reporting for 
the District as a whole. Significant importance is placed upon the need for the accounting 
system to assure that spending restrictions are met. 
 
The district has seven funds: 
 

10 - General Fund 
21 - Student Activities (school checkbooks) 
23 - Non K-12 
31 - Debt Service 
32 - Capital Projects 
49 - Food Services 
71 - Washington County Foundation 

 
 
Program – 4 numbers, indicates district department or program/grant. Following is a table  
showing account categories for district and school programs. 

 

Program Function Location Object

XXXX XXX XXX XXX or XXXX

0500 General Classroom 2000 - 2199 General School / Studentbody

1xxx - 4xxx District Programs 2200 - 3299 Instructional Classes

5xxx State Programs 3300 - 3599 Clubs & Other Instructional Programs

6xxx CTE Programs 3600 - 3699 Held for Others 

7xxx Federal Programs

9xxx District Services / Departments

Programs used at the District Programs used by Schools
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Please note, there is no correlation between program numbers used for district programs and 
those used for school programs. 

 
 
 
Function – 3 numbers, indicates revenue source or expense category. The following table 
demonstrations the typical classification of functions. 
 

Expense Functions: 
10x - Instruction (ALL school checkbook expenses) 
21x - Supporting Students 
22x - Supporting Teachers 
23x - District Administration 
24x - School Administration 
25x - Business Departments 
26x - Facilities Operation Departments 
27x - Transportation Department 
31x - Nutrition Services 
4xx - Capital 

 
Revenue Function: 

000 - All Revenue 
 

 
Location – 3 numbers, indicates location number. 

1xx - Elementary Schools 
3xx - Intermediate Schools 
4xx - Middle Schools 
7xx - High Schools 
2xx, 5xx - Special Schools 
8xx, 9xx - District Departments 

 
Object – 3-4 numbers, indicates what is being purchased. The following table indicates the 
ranges used for objects. 
 

Expense Objects: 
1xx - Wages 
2xx - Benefits 
3xx - Professional Services 
4xx - Property Services 
5xx - Other Services 
6xx - Supplies and Materials 

0500 General Classroom 2000 Studentbody General

1205 General Special Education 3150 Special Education

6000s CTE 2500s CTE

5610 Drivers Education 2650 Drivers Education

Programs used at the District Programs used by Schools
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7xx - Property and Equipment* 
8xx - Debt and Miscellaneous 

 
*Only equipment which has a per-item cost of $5,000 or higher should be coded to 7xx 
accounts.  Equipment which costs less than $5,000 per item should be coded to 6xx accounts.  
Regardless of whether the purchase is coded to a 7xx account or a 6xx account, all equipment 
should be tagged and included in the fixed asset inventory system. 

 
Revenue Objects: 

1xxx - Local Revenue 
3xxx - State Revenue 
4xxx - Federal Revenue 
 
 

Revenues and expenditures should be coded to the proper account, regardless of whether there 
is a budget for the item.  For example, if a school or department purchases postage but did not 
budget for it, the expenditure should still be coded to the proper object (532, postage, in this 
example).  The department will need to keep their budget in line by spending less in another 
non-payroll budget category (i.e. supplies). A budget revision may be requested for the change 
by submitting a Budget Change webform for administrative approval. 
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SCHOOL LEDGER ACCOUNTS (Secondary Schools) 
 
The following programs are those most frequently used by schools. These programs are 
specific to Fund 21 and do not relate to programs with the same number at the district level. 
Care should be taken in selecting the appropriate program. In addition to these programs, there 
are many more programs that may be used by the schools. A full listing of these programs can 
be found on the Business Department’s webpage.  
 
General School Account (program 2000)  
The general account should be used to track expenditures that are made to support the general 
student population. One may think of this account as the student miscellaneous account where 
items purchased must either directly or indirectly benefit students. This account should not be 
used for faculty or staff treats, food, gifts, perks, etc. Examples of charges this account can 
receive are:  
 

 School supplies and textbooks not being reimbursed by the District.  
 Equipment that supports the basic instructional program.  
 Student assemblies in support of the instructional program.  
 Some staff inservice, inasmuch as it also supports the basic instructional program.  
 Transportation to music festivals, math and language contests, and other types of 

student travel that are an outgrowth of the basic instructional program of the school.  
 The support of student recognition programs such as National Honor Society, Student of 

the Month, and other student recognition programs that build incentives of excellence 
and support student achievement. Where possible, this type of activity should be held at 
the school.  
 

Administrative Account (program 2001)  
This account should be used for items which the principal feels are appropriate and necessary. 
Purchases from this account must still follow normal purchasing procedures. It may be used for 
items such as student incentives, seminar registration, professional organization dues, crowd 
control uniforms, cost of sending an Assistant Principal on a student trip, etc. 
 
Staff rewards and recognitions should be coded to this program. Expenditures for these items 
should follow the following guidelines established in Administrative Letter #74: 
 
All staff appreciation expenditures should be coded to this program.  Expenditures for employee 
breakfasts, lunches, snack foods, & treats must follow Administrative Letter #85.   
 
District Allocations (program 2025)  
These accounts are used to record any financial transactions between the school and District. 
Usually those transactions are purchases made with school monies, which are then submitted 
for reimbursement from the District. Reimbursement accounts should be monitored closely so 
that the balance, generally negative, does not become too large. Purchases qualifying for 
reimbursement should be submitted frequently.  
 
District Allocation accounts should be reconciled on a regular basis to ensure that items have 
been properly coded and tracked. The balance in the program should equal the claims that have 
not been submitted to or paid by the District.  
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Payments received from the District for reimbursement should be recorded as income in the 
District Allocation program only.  
 
Whenever possible, schools should limit the use of District Allocation accounts and instead use 
a district purchase order or district credit card so the district may pay for the item directly. Doing 
so eliminates unnecessary and time consuming steps.  
 
Vending Accounts (programs 2095-2099)  
Building administrators have three options regarding vending machines. 1) self-service; 2) full-
service; or 3) none at all.  
 
Self-service vending machines are those where employees have responsibility for purchasing, 
stocking, receiving, counting, depositing, and paying sales tax on the vending machine.  If this 
option is chosen, all of the following are strongly encouraged:  
 

 The vending machine keys should be kept by a single individual (probably the building  
administrator)  

 A key is then handed to two individuals (the building administrator may be one) who 
collect the funds from the machine, count and prepare the deposit.  

 Two people should verify funds deposited by:  
o Taking beginning inventory on hand as of last deposit date 
o Adding purchases of inventory 
o Subtracting ending inventory on hand as of current deposit date 
o Subtracting free cans handed out (if applicable) 
o Then multiplying by sales price  

 Two people should restock the machine  
 Ensure sales tax is paid on purchases  

 
Full-service vending machines are those where the vending company has responsibility for all 
aspects of the machine. The vendor sends a check to the school for its commission. Schools 
should deposit these checks into the school checking account, recording them to a separate 
vending account (programs 2095 – 2099), the Administrative account, or the general school 
account.  
 
CTE Class Accounts (programs 2500 – 2599)  
Because the secondary school’s CTE classes (e.g. art class, wood shop, automotive repair, 
etc.) require supplies be consumed by the students a “resale” procedure is set up. The following 
outlines these procedures.  
 

 The teacher prepares a price list of how much to charge students for supplies used. The 
prices should be minimal. Included on this price list is the class fee that is charged and 
what it covers (usually the minimal class supplies a student will use during the class). 
This price list is handed out to the students at the beginning of the term.   

 The student pays the class fee (usually nominal) to the main office (never to the 
teacher).  

 The student brings the receipt from the main office to the CTE teacher.  
 The teacher logs in that the student paid the class fee.  
 If the student desires to do a class project requiring more than the minimal class 

supplies covered by the class fee:  
o The student pays the additional amount to the main office (never to the teacher). 
o The student brings the receipt back to the teacher who logs in the amount paid. 
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o The teacher distributes the supplies purchased to the student.  
 Throughout the year, but especially at year-end, the following individuals meet to review 

the amounts charged to these resale accounts: the class teacher, the financial secretary, 
and the Principal.  

 If the class made a profit from the resale items, then the required class fees are reduced. 
If the class lost money on the resale items, then the required class fees are increased.  
 

For items made, or services rendered, and then sold to patrons, teachers, or students, the 
amount charged should be paid at the main office. The main office gives the person a receipt 
who then brings it to the class teacher who gives the person the item purchased. For example, if 
an automotive shop repairs a patron’s car, the patron is charged a minimal amount for the 
service. The patron pays for the repairs at the school’s main office, never to the teacher. The 
patron returns the receipt to the shop teacher who then releases the car and the car keys to the 
patron. 
  
Charitable Fundraisers (program 3690-3699)  
These accounts are used to collect money for charity (e.g. Sub for Santa). In order to limit the 
chance of fraud, it is recommended that donations be given to an organization in the business of 
managing and distributing charitable contributions such as The Road Home, Make-A-Wish 
Foundation, Utah Food Bank, etc. rather than benefiting an individual or family.  
 
If a school chooses to donate fundraised money, or items purchased with fundraised money, 
directly to the recipient(s), a committee should be formed to select the recipient(s) to minimize 
criticism of the selection process.  A standard approval form is required in instances where 
fundraiser proceeds, or items purchased with the proceeds, are given directly to the recipient(s).  
The form must be filled out completely and sent to an Assistant Superintendent for approval. 
 
Money raised for a charitable purpose is restricted for that purpose and should not be used to 
supplement other school programs.  
 
Drivers Education (liability account program 1010)  
This accounts is used to collect drivers education fees charged to students. Fees collected must 
be turned into the district on a quarterly basis.  
 
Textbook Fees (liability account programs 1015)  
This account is used to track student textbook fees. Fees collected must be turned into the 
district on a quarterly basis. 
 
Lunch Account (liability account program 1200)  
The purpose of the lunch account is to receipt lunch monies collected from students over a 
month’s time. At the end of each month, all monies should be removed from this account and 
sent to the Food Services department. At the end of any given month the balance in this 
account should be $0.00. On rare occasions, a timing difference may exist between the amount 
showing on the school lunch manager’s records and the school financial secretary’s records. 
Such a difference should be minimal, reconcilable, and cleared up the following month.  
 
Other Student Accounts  
A school may set up any other student club or activity account that is appropriate. There is no 
limit to the number of accounts that may be used but the number of accounts should be 
manageable by the secretary. When setting up a new program, care should be taken to use a 
program number within the correct range.  Please call Accounting for assistance.  
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DISTRICT LEDGER ACCOUNTS 
 
 
The following pages provide information for many, but not all, of the accounts shown on the 
“Principal’s Report” in the SunGard finance & accounting system.   
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

GENERAL CLASSROOM - FIELD TRIPS

GENERAL CLASSROOM - EMPLOYEE TRAVEL

GENERAL CLASSROOM - ACTIVITY & ATHLETIC TRAVEL

GENERAL CLASSROOM - INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPLIES

GENERAL CLASSROOM - ADVANCED INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPLIES

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Yes

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Yes

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget changes are allowed only if they increase the budget for this account.

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Student handbooks and other instructional supplies and materials.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Yes.  Unspent funds in this account will roll over into the instructional supplies 
budget (account 0050100XXX-610) in the following fiscal year.

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget changes are allowed only if they increase the budget for this account.

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget changes are allowed only if they increase the budget for this account.

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

Overview:  Transportation & lodging for educational enrichment of students.

0050 100 XXX-610

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Bus rental, suburban or vehicle mileage, and hotels.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Vehicle mileage, per diem, hotel rooms.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Yes

0050 100 XXX-584

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Yes

0050 100 XXX-581

Overview:  Reimbursement for transportation, meals, lodging, & conference registrations for District contracted employees.

Overview:  Supplies & materials for classroom instruction for the current fiscal year.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Paper, pencils, pens, rulers, scissors, and all other instructional materials.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Rollover is generally not allowed, but exceptions may be authorized with 
notification of amount & purpose to the Business Administrator by May 1st each year.

0050 100 XXX-611

Overview:  THIS ACCOUNT IS FOR HIGH SCHOOLS ONLY.  The account is for expenses for administrative travel during the 
school year (district office meetings, court hearings, etc.).

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Transportation, per diem, & hotel.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No

0050 100 XXX-610

Overview:  This is an advance on the next fiscal year’s instructional supply budget.  These funds are not made available to 
schools until spring (March or April).  The intent is to enable schools to make purchases of items in the spring that require 
advanced purchasing in order to have delivery by the beginning of the school year or to have supplies purchased and stored 
for the next school year.  Elementarys receive an advance of 25% of their total instructional supplies allocation for the 
upcoming school year, and secondary schools receive an advance of 10%.
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GENERAL CLASSROOM - SCHOOL CHECKING ACCOUNT

GENERAL CLASSROOM - TEXTBOOKS

GENERAL CLASSROOM - DUES & FEES

RESTITUTION SUPPLIES

EYE SUBSTITUTES

Overview:  Funds are allocated based on the number of EYE teachers at each school.  Schools are expected to stay within 
their annual budget.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Substitutes for EYE teachers who attend special meetings or go on learning walks or 
school visits.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No.

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget changes are allowed only if they increase the budget for this account.

Overview:  THIS ACCOUNT IS FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS ONLY.  This account is used to record costs related to 
running the restitution program in each school.  All expenditures in this program must be repaid to the District Office with 
fees collected.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Postage and instructional materials.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No

1052 100 703-132

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget changes are allowed only if they increase the budget for this account.

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Schools are not allowed to submit budget changes for this account.  The WCSD Business 
Department may record budget changes for substitute teacher costs that the school elects to cover with funds in the 
school's checking account.

0050 100 XXX-641

Overview:  This is a District-controlled account used for the reimbursement of fees that were waived by the school based on 
income eligibility proven by the parents from income tax returns or pay check stubs.  A report is sent to the District at the 
end of May listing all fee waivers to initiate the processing of return payment.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Fees waived for low income students.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No

0400 100 XXX-610

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  No

Overview:  Books & other non-consumable materials used as classroom texts.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Books, manipulatives, blocks, classroom kits, leveled reading libraries, etc.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Yes

0050 100 XXX-810

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget changes are generally allowed only if they increase the budget for this account.  
Exceptions must be approved by the WCSD Business Administrator.  The District is required to spend a certain percentage 
of the total budget on textbooks each year.

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

0050 100 XXX-612

      Direct bills will also be charged to this account when a check is to be sent into the District Office from the school, 
regardless of the dollar amount.  

      Credit card statements will be charged to the school check account if the District has not received the receipts & actual 
accounts to be charged by the deadline.  Once the information has been received, the school check account will be credited 
and the correct accounts will be charged.

      The school is responsible for auditing this account monthly & sending checks into the District Office.  If the account 
shows a balance, the school will know that money is due to the District.  If this account is not cleared promptly, continued 
use will be denied.

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

Overview:  This account should be used for all purchases that are paid with school-level funds, but which require a District 
purchase order & check because the purchase is for $5,000 or more.  The exception is Athletic Equipment for the high 
schools, for which account number 9000100XXX-730 should be used.  

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Hotel bills for school clubs, Principal credit cards, & large purchases made with 
school funds.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Yes
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PLC - VARIOUS ACCOUNTS

ELEMENTARY / SECONDARY MUSIC SUPPLIES

ELEMENTARY / SECONDARY MUSIC TEXTBOOKS

EDUCATIONAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR

COPIER REPAIR ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

Overview:  Repair of the designated duplicator and copiers.  The procedure is to create a purchase order before the repair 
work happens, and make sure to identify the copier being repaired by serial number in the description field.  THIS IS A 
DISTRICT-CONTROLLED ACCOUNT.  THE SCHOOL DOES NOT CONTROL THIS ACCOUNT.  ANY UNUSED FUNDS 
WILL NOT ROLL OVER TO THE NEXT YEAR, AND THE SCHOOL IS NOT HELD RESPONSIBLE IF COSTS GO OVER 
BUDGET.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  No

Copier Copiers Duplicator
High Schools

Middle Schools

Interm. Schools

Elem. Phase I

Elem. Schools

Millcreek

Enterprise High

Springdale

1

1

1

X

X

1

1

X

Overview:  Repair of all school equipment except designated copiers & duplicators that will be maintained by the District.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Repairs of computers, fax machines, copiers, overhead projectors, etc.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No

1185 100 XXX-436

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget changes are allowed only if they increase the budget for this account.

1

1

4

2

1

X

1

X

3

2

1

2

2

Overview:  Supplies & materials used to enhance the music programs in SECONDARY schools.  Intermediate schools also 
receive some funding in this account for students in the 7th grade.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Small musical instruments, sheet music, etc.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No

1185 100 XXX-435

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget changes are allowed only if they increase the budget for this account.

Overview:  Supplies & materials used to enhance the music programs in ELEMENTARY schools.  Intermediate schools 
also receive some funding in this account for students in the 6th grade.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Small musical instruments, sheet music, etc.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No

1145 100 XXX-641

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget changes are allowed only if they increase the budget for this account.

Overview:  In previous years, schools were given an allotment annually upon the completion and approval of the CSIP.  
Schools were allowed to carry over unused funds to the following year.  The PLC funds (including carryover) were 
automatically made available in the supplies account (1054100XXX-610).  However, schools have been allowed to use the 
funds for other PLC-related costs, including substitutes.  Schools no longer receive additional funding in this program.  At 
this point, schools are only spending down carryover balances that have built up in prior years.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No unspent funds will be carried over beyond the 2016-17 fiscal year.

1145 100 XXX-610

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget changes are only allowed if: 

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

1054 XXX XXX-XXX

(a) the budget change increases the total combined amount for all of the school's budgets in program 1054, or

(b) the budget change has a net zero effect on the school's budgets in program 1054 (for example, it increases the PLC 
substitute budget and decreases the PLC supplies budget by the same amount).

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

Leased Purchased Purchased

2

2

1
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RENTAL OF EQUIPMENT

SPECIAL EDUCATION SUPPLIES

GIFTED & TALENTED SUPPLIES

AT-RISK STUDENT PROGRAM - VARIOUS

SCHOOL TRUST LANDS - VARIOUS ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

Overview:  THIS PROGRAM IS APPLICABLE TO ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS ONLY.  The funding for this program is 
overseen by the Millcreek principal.  Elementary schools will be notified of the amount of At-Risk funds they will receive at 
the beginning of each school year.  The school will then submit a plan to the Millcreek principal stating how the school 
would like to use their At-Risk funds for the current school year.  At-Risk funds may be used for travel, supplies, and/or 
equipment related specifically to the At-Risk program.  The funds cannot be used for any other programs.  

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Conference registration, vehicle mileage, meal per diem, hotel, paper, pencils, pens, 
rulers, scissors, and other instructional materials, equipment.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No

5420 XXX XXX-XXX

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget adjustments to accounts in program 5335 must have a net zero effect on the 
school's total allocated funds in program 5335.  In other words, budget changes can only shift funds between the school's 
travel, supplies and equipment accounts in program 5335.  All budget changes are subject to the approval of the Millcreek 

Overview:  Allowable purchases are subject to the approval of the WCSD Gifted & Talented coordinator.  Funding allocations 
for each school are determined on an annual basis.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No

5335 100 XXX-XXX

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  No

Overview:  Additional supplies & materials for the Special Education program.  These funds are given based on the number 
of special education classrooms in each school.  Funding has historically been $100 per mild/moderate and severe teacher 
FTE, but the SPED department retains the right to adjust the funding formula.   Purchases are subject to the approval of the 
Director of Special Education.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Puzzles, games, food, stickers, books, etc.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No

1185 100 XXX-442

5331 100 XXX-610

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  No

Overview:  This account is for the lease of the large copy machine.  THIS IS A DISTRICT-CONTROLLED ACCOUNT.  THE 
SCHOOL DOES NOT CONTROL THIS ACCOUNT.  ANY UNUSED FUNDS WILL NOT ROLL OVER TO THE NEXT YEAR, 
AND THE SCHOOL IS NOT HELD RESPONSIBLE IF COSTS GO OVER BUDGET.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Leased copier.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No

1205 100 XXX-610

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  No

Overview:  All accounts will be set up in accordance to the plan developed by the community council & approved by the 
Board.  Any variations to plans must be resubmitted to the Board for approval.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Different for each school.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Yes

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget adjustments to accounts in program 5420 must have a net zero effect on the 
school's total allocated funds in program 5420.  In other words, budget changes can only shift funds between the school's 
Trust Lands budgets; budget changes are not allowed to increase a Trust Lands budget and decrease a non-Trust-lands 
budget (or vice versa).  Budget changes must fit within the Trust Lands plan, by Board approval.
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LEGISLATIVE TEACHER SUPPLIES

•

•

•

•

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

Overview:  The Legislative intent is to reimburse teachers for out of pocket expenses related to classroom instruction.  
Teachers can use purchase orders or reimbursement claim sheets with the proper documentation attached.  If non-
consumables are purchased, those items belong to the District and will be bar coded. 

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Utah Administrative Code R277-459 states,

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No.  Utah Adniinistrative Code R277-459 states,

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  No

      The per-teacher allocation is determined by the Utah State Legislature, and may be subject to change in any given 
year.  The allocation is based on the teacher's salary schedule and the grade level they are teaching, as follows:

    "Teaching supplies and materials" means both consumable and non-consumable items that 
are used for educational purposes by teachers in classroom activities and may include 
such items as:

      The funding will be allocated to "classroom teachers", which includes permanent teachers who are licensed, who are 
paid on the teacher's salary schedule, who are hired for an entire contract period, and who provide instructional and/or 
counseling services to students.

    (1) paper, pencils, workbooks, notebooks, supplementary books and resources;

    (2) laboratory supplies (e.g. photography materials, chemicals, paints, bulbs - both 
light and flower, thread, needles, bobbins, wood, glue, sandpaper, nails and automobile 
parts);

    (3) laminating supplies, chart paper, art supplies, and mounting or framing 
materials;

    (4) the definition of teaching supplies and materials should be broadly construed in 
so far as the materials are used by the teacher for instructional purposes or to protect 
the health of teachers in instructional or lab settings, or in conjunction with field 
trips.

    If a teacher has not spent or committed to spend the individual allocation by April 
1, the school or LEA may make the excess funds available to other teachers or may reserve 
the money for use by eligible teachers the following year.

      Teachers should spend their current year allocation in the current year.  Historically, the District has allowed teachers 
to continue spending their legislative supplies money beyond April 1st and through the end of the school year.  However, 
teachers will not be allowed to carry over unspent funds to the next year.  All unspent funds at year-end will be pooled 
together with the next year's allocation and re-distributed among all teachers in the District.

Teachers in grades K-6 and Preschool Special Ed Teachers (steps 1-3) = $250 per FTE

Teachers in grades K-6 and Preschool Special Ed Teachers (steps 4 and higher) = $175 per FTE

Grades 7-12 (Steps 1-3) = $200 per FTE

Grades 7-12 (Steps 4 and higher) = $150 per FTE

      Teachers who are working less than full-time will receive a prorated amount.  For example, a 9th grade teacher on 
salary schedule step 2 who is contracted at 0.75 FTE would be allocated $150 ($200 x 75%).

      Teachers who are contracted at less than 0.5 FTE (20 hrs/week) do not normally qualify to receive any legislative 
supplies funds.

      The cutoff date for eligibility is November 1st.  Any teachers who are hired after that date will not receive legislative 
supplies funding.

      Teachers who are contracted at more than 1.0 FTE (e.g. they're contracted for an extra period) will receive only the 
amount for 1.0 FTE.

     Teachers are not allowed to use their legislative supplies allocation towards part of an equipment or fixed asset 
purchase, where part of the purchase will be funded with their own personal funds.  For example, a teacher would not be 
allowed to use the $250 from their legislative supplies allocation and $250 from their personal money to purchase equipment 
costing $500.  The legislative money belongs to the District (not the teacher), and anything purchased with the legislative 
money belongs to the District (not the teacher).  Teachers who transfer from one school to another are allowed to take items 
purchased with legislative supplies money with them to the new school.  However, when a teacher resigns, the items stay 

5851 100 XXX-610
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CTE PROGRAMS - VARIOUS

UMTSS PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

TITLE 1 - VARIOUS

GAME ADMINISTRATION - VARIOUS

FOUNDATION - VARIOUS ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

Overview:  Title 1 schools are designated by the Disrict Board on an annual basis.  Schools qualify for consideration based 
on the percentage of low-income students enrolled at the school.  All Title 1 accounts are overseen by the Title 1 director.  

7811 XXX XXX-XXX

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget changes are allowed only if the budget change has a net zero effect on the school's 
total budget allocation withing program 7526.  Budget changes are subject to the approval of the WCSD Special Education 
department.

Overview:  These accounts are made up of donations received from community members to be used by a specific school.  
The Foundation funds are accounted for by the foundation secretary, who communicates with schools throughout the year 
to notify the school of the available balance.  If the funds have been earmarked for certain uses by the donor, the school 
must use those funds for that purpose only. 

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  The allowable use of Foundation funds will differ from school to school, and is 
dependent the donors' intent, as well as on the needs of each school.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Yes

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  No.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?   Federal regulations limit the percentage of Title 1 funds the District as a whole 
may carry over from one year to the next.  The Title 1 director will determine the total amount of unspent funds Title 1 
schools are allowed to carry over from year to year.

9300 XXX XXX-XXX

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Any transfers within the Title 1 accounts are subject to the approval of the Title 1 director.  
Budget changes may be allowed from one Title 1 account to another, but budget changes must have a net zero effect on the 
school's total Title 1 funding.

Overview:  All program numbers in the 6000 range are administered by the CTE director. These funds are for the direct use 
of the vocational programs, and are subject to rules and restrictions which will be determined and communicated by the 
CTE department.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Fabric, wood, clay, & other equipment & supplies for use in CTE programs.  All CTE 
purchases are subject to the CTE director's approval.

7526 100 XXX-XXX

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Any transfers within the vocational programs are subject to the approval of the CTE director.

6XXX XXX XXX-XXXACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER: 9090 100 XXX-XXX

Overview:  THIS ACCOUNT IS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOLS AND HIGH SCHOOLS ONLY.  Game administration costs (wages 
and benefits) must be paid through the WCSD payroll department.  These costs are coded to program 9090.  The school is 
responsible for covering these costs.  When the school is up-to-date with its payments, the net expenses in all 9090 

$Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Ticket takers, scoreboard, etc.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Yes

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  No

Overview:  Funds are allocated to schools by the Special Education department.  Schools submit an action plan to the 
Special Ed department.  All purchases must have prior approval from the Special Ed department and align with the approved 
action plan.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Funds must be spent in a way that supports Tier 1 reinforcement or training 
(substitutes, conferences, materials & supplies for behavior reinforcement system, etc.).  Food or refreshments for 
employees is not an allowable use of funds.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No.
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UNDISTRIBUTED BY PROGRAM - VARIOUS

UNDISTRIBUTED BY PROGRAM - SUPPLIES

MEDIA - LIBRARY BOOKS

MEDIA - AUDIO/VISUAL MATERIALS

SUPPLEMENTAL LIBRARY BOOKS

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION - ACCREDITATION

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

5810 222 XXX-644

Overview:  The funds are allocated to the schools by the Technology & Media Director.  Schools receive their annual 
allocation after the Utah State Office of Education releases its mid-year legislative financial update (usually in January or 
February).  Schools will only have access to their prior carryover until the new year funds are made available.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Books and subscriptions (hardbound or electronic) for school libraries

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Yes

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  No

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

Overview:  THIS ACCOUNT IS ONLY FOR HIGH SCHOOLS AND MIDDLE SCHOOLS.  The account is used for expenses 
related to the accreditation team visit and process.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Transportation, per diem, hotel, etc.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No

1060 222 XXX-644

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  No

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  No

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Media materials, audio tapes, wall displays, supplies to repair books, projectors, 
computers and other equipment to be used in the school media centers.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Yes

0050 240 XXX-327

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Yes

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Books, videos, periodicals & other resource media materials to be held in the school 
media centers. 

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Yes

1060 222 XXX-646

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Yes

Overview:  Employee salary and benefit costs are coded to program 9999 when school funds are being used to help pay for 
an FTE.  This is a pass-through account for payroll costs.  Schools will need to write a check to the district to cover the 
costs.  Schools will receive invoices for unpaid balances.  

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Salaries & benefits.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  If a school happens to prepay for an employee's costs in the upcoming year, the 
prepaid amount would roll over.  

9999 100 XXX-610

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  In some instances, a school may be given permission to use funds in another account (for 
example, textbooks or custodial supplies) to pay for a portion of an employee's costs.  In these instances, the funds would 
be transferred from the other budgets to the applicable budgets in program 9999.  Written authorization is required from the 
Business Administrator in these instances, and the Business Department will record the budget transfer.

Overview:  THIS ACCOUNT IS FOR HIGH SCHOOLS ONLY.  This account is designed to assist in the cost of graduation 
services.  The formula is the current cost of diplomas times the projected 12th grade enrollment plus the building rental fee 
& $200 for flower arrangements.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Diplomas, Dixie College building rental, & flower arrangements.

9999 XXX XXX-XXX
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GENERAL ADMINISTRATION - SUMMER CONFERENCES

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION - ROTATION CONFERENCES

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION - ACTIVITY TRIPS

ATHLETIC TRAVEL

OPERATIONS OF BUILDING - CONTRACTED SERVICES

OPERATIONS OF BUILDING - CUSTODIAL SUPPLIES ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No

0050 240 XXX-582

Overview:  Travel expenses for the annual UASSP or UAESP summer Principal’s and Vice Principal’s conference.  
Administrators may decide to attend an alternative summer conference and use up to the allotted funds.

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

9000 240 XXX-584

Overview:  Expenses related to contracting outside of the District for repair services.  Costs related to services provided by 
consultants or presenters should not be charged this account.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Plumbers, electricians, phone repair, etc.

1185 261 XXX-690

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Yes

0050 240 XXX-583

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Conference registration, transportation, per diem, & hotel.

Overview:  Supplies necessary to keep the building interior clean for the current fiscal year.  District staff can write purchase 
orders by school approval only.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Tissue paper, paper towels, cleaning products & supplies, nuts & bolts, floor finish, 
can liners, etc.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Yes

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Yes

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget changes are allowed only if they increase the budget for this account.

1185 261 XXX-400

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Yes

0050 240 XXX-584

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Transportation, per diem, & hotel.

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget changes are allowed only if they increase the budget for this account.

Overview:  THIS ACCOUNT IS ONLY FOR HIGH SCHOOLS AND MIDDLE SCHOOLS.  This account is provided out of the 
recreation levy fund to assist in the cost of High School activity administrative supervision.  The District requires 
administrators to attend activities when students and parents are involved.  We especially ask that administrators attend 
region activities.  The UHSAA requires attendance at state tournaments.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Transportation, per diem, & hotel.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  No

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  If a school exceeds its budget in this account, the excess expenses will be applied against 
the Activity Trips (account 0050240XXX-584).

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  If a Principal does not attend a conference during their appointed year, they may 
roll these funds to the following year.  It is the responsibility of the principal or assistant principal to notify the Business 
Administrator in order to get approval to postpone their conference and ensure that the budget rolls into the next year.

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  No

Overview:  THIS ACCOUNT IS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOLS AND HIGH SCHOOLS ONLY.  The account is for expenses for 
administrative travel during the school year related to athletics.

Overview:  The District pays for principals and assistant principals to attend a national or local conference once every three 
years.  The school will receive funding in this account only in years when the principal or assistant principal is scheduled to 
attend a conference.  The District will only reimburse up to the budgeted amount.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Conference registration, transportation, per diem, & hotel.
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OPERATIONS OF BUILDING - MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

TRANSPORTATION ACTIVITIES - EXTRA TRAVEL / FIELD TRIPS

TECHNOLOGY - EQUIPMENT

CAPITAL OUTLAY - SUPPLIES

CAPITAL OUTLAY - SUPPLIES - TECHNOLOGY ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

5315 279 XXX-514

Overview:  These funds were given to the schools to help pay for the cost increases passed down from transportation in an 
attempt to charge the actual cost of running a school bus.  This account can only be used for student educational travel.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Bus rental, suburban, or vehicle mileage.

1130 400 XXX-730

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget changes are allowed only if they increase the budget for this account.

Overview:  This account is for equipment purchases that are no longer required to go through the priority process.   The 
intent is for these funds to be budgeted by school administration so that all upcoming needs can be met.  Technology, 
vocational, & music equipment will still be approved on a District-wide priority basis.   Any unused funds will roll into the 

t fi lExamples of Allowable Expenditures:  Custodial equipment, furniture, athletic equipment, and other equipment purchases 
that wouldn't be recorded in 9200400XXX-650 or 9200400XXX-739.  Equipment coded to this account should have a per-item 
cost of less than $5,000.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Yes

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Yes

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget changes are allowed only if they increase the budget for this account.

Overview:  If a school has any funds in this budget, it is either due to (a) carryover from a prior year, or (b) a budget change 
that moved funds from some other budget.  No new allocations are given to schools in this account.  From now on, these 
funds are included in the annual budget allocation in accounts 9200400XXX-610 and 9200400XXX-650.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Yes

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget changes are allowed only between this account and the other Capital Outlay 
accounts in program 9200.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Computers, printers, projectors, software, scanners, digital cameras, and cabling.

      Elementary and intermediate schools receive no new allocation, but they are allowed to carry over unspent funds from 
prior years.

      Middle schools are allowed to carry over unspent funds from prior years.  Annual allocations for middle schools is 
determined by dividing a lump sum amount among middle schools according to enrollment numbers.

      High schools receive a set dollar amount each year, plus carryover from the prior year.

      OLD DESCRIPTION - This account consists of all funds distributed to the schools for the purchase of technology.  
This includes all administrative, teacher, and lab computers and software.  Parts for computer repair from the technology 
repair shop are charged to this account. Schools must plan for sufficient rollover to purchase labs on a five or six year 
cycle.  The funding is calculated to support one lab per school.  All purchases through this account have an additional 
technology approval step.

9200 400 XXX-650

Overview:  This account is for equipment purchases that are no longer required to go through the priority process.   The 
intent is for these funds to be budgeted by school administration so that all upcoming needs can be met.  Technology, 
vocational, & music equipment will still be approved on a District-wide priority basis.   Any unused funds will roll into the 

t fi l

9200 400 XXX-610

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Yes

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget changes are allowed only between this account and the other Capital Outlay 
accounts in program 9200.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Desktop computers, monitors, laptops, tablets, printers, and other technology-related 
equipment with a per-item cost of less than $5,000.

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Light bulbs, sprinkler heads, etc.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Yes

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Yes

Overview:  Supplies & materials needed to maintain the building and current school grounds.  The district maintenance 
department can write purchase orders using this account with school approval only.   Small parking lot & playground repairs 
should be charged to this account.  District grounds crew will take care of valve replacements, but the school should replace 
sprinkler heads.  Ground beautification should not be charged to this account.

1185 262 XXX-680
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CAPITAL OUTLAY - SCHOOL EQUIPMENT

BUILDING RENTAL REVENUES

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

Are Budget Changes Allowed?  Budget changes are allowed only between this account and the other Capital Outlay 
accounts in program 9200.

Overview:  A percentage of the income generated from school building rentals is returned to the school.  The rental income 
generated in the prior year will be made available to the school at the beginning of the next school year (in August or 
September).  Principals may elect to (a) receive the rental revenue as a check to be deposited into the school checking 
account, or (b) have the revenue credited to the budget(s) of the principal's choosing.  The rental income may be used 
towards education-related expenditures of the principal's choosing.  Because this is a revenue account, it will not be 
included on the Principal's Report.  Contact the WCSD Business Department to find out what your school's balance is in 
the account.

Overview:  This account is for equipment purchases that are no longer required to go through the priority process.   The 
intent is for these funds to be budgeted by school administration so that all upcoming needs can be met.  Technology, 
vocational, & music equipment will still be approved on a District-wide priority basis.   Any unused funds will roll into the 
next fiscal year.

9200 400 XXX-739

Examples of Allowable Expenditures:  Equipment purchases where the per-item cost is $5,000 or higher.

Do Budgets Roll Over to the Next Year?  Yes
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PURCHASING 
 
General Information 
Schools and departments are to foster a competitive procurement environment by seeking 
multiple quotes or bids prior to making a purchase as required by these guidelines. 
 
Not all purchases (photography services, building rentals, banquets, etc.) lend themselves to a 
formal bidding process. However, care should be taken to select vendors who make an effort to 
serve public entities by competitively pricing their goods and services. All on-going purchasing 
procedures and arrangements should be periodically reviewed to permit vendors the opportunity 
to be part of a competitive procurement environment. 
 
Each employee is expected to avoid conflicts of interest. If an employee has a family or 
professional relationship with a vendor (for example: a District employee is an owner, creditor, 
debtor, employee, or member of the board for a vendor of the District), the employee should 
not initiate or approve any purchase with the vendor. The employee’s supervisor should 
conduct the business in the place of the employee in order to avoid the appearance of a conflict 
of interest, and to ensure transactions are conducted at an arms-length. 
 
Small Purchases 
The purchase of items and services costing less than $10,000 are designated as small 
purchases and are to be procured following these guidelines.   The guidelines apply regardless 
of funding source. 
 

Level I  (Purchases from $0 to $999) 
1. Bids are not required. 
2. Schools and departments are encouraged to buy from the District warehouse 

first. 
3. If District bids or state contracts are available they should be used. 
4. Purchases may not be artificially divided in order to avoid the next level. 

 
Level II  (Purchases from $1,000 to $4,999) 

1. Schools are encouraged to buy from the District warehouse first. 
2. District bids or state contracts should be used 
3. If 1 or 2 above are not used then two oral quotes are required. Purchasing will 

assist if needed. 
Purchases may not be artificially divided in order to avoid the next level. 

 
Level III  (Purchases from $5,000 to $9,999) 

1. Schools are encouraged to buy from the District warehouse first. 
2. District bids or state contracts should be used 
3. If 1 or 2 above are not used then three written bids are required. Purchasing will 

assist if needed. 
Purchases may not be artificially divided in order to avoid the next level. 

 
Large Purchases 

Level IV  (Purchases $10,000 and above) 
1. District bids or state contracts should be used. 
2. $10,000 purchases and greater approved by Board of Education. 
3. Contact the Purchasing Department prior to creating a requisition. 
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When following the guidelines above for both small and large purchases, remember that: 
 

 Purchases are not to be artificially subdivided. 
 Dollar amounts are per order, not per item.  
 Similar items that would typically be purchased at the same time from the same vendor 

should not be divided into multiple orders. For example, shorts and the coordinating 
jersey for a soccer team should not be placed on separate orders.  

 All equipment purchased with school funds must be tagged and recorded as a fixed 
asset in accordance with District guidelines described in the fixed asset section of this 
manual.   

 District and State Contracts for supplies and equipment should be used when available.  
 All items purchased for resale or fund-raisers are governed by district purchasing policy.  
 Shipping or freight costs should always be included in quote requests. If there are no 

shipping charges, indicate “Free shipping” in the last line of the requisition. When 
requesting quotes for shipping/freight, ask for FOB Destination Freight Prepaid and Add. 
Shipping costs should be included on the last line of a requisition. If an exact freight 
quote is not available, an estimate should always be included. 
 

Approval Process 
All district requisitions and purchase orders must have appropriate administrative approval.  All 
purchases must have prior authorization and the approval must be documented in writing. 
 
District purchase orders must also be approved by the purchasing department. All warehouse 
orders will also require at least a principal approval.  All purchases made for the District require 
prior approval according to district guidelines.  Principals may approve up to $1,000 on district 
level accounts and $5,000 on school level accounts.    
 
Verification of Purchases 
These procedures are to be followed so that prompt and accurate payment can be made to our 
vendors. The District can take full advantage of all discounts and maintain a positive working 
relationship with the vendors and within the District. Before an Accounts Payable technician can 
pay an invoice from a vendor, the PO must be marked on the SunGard system that the item has 
been received.  It is the responsibility of the school or department to verify that the invoiced 
goods or services were received and payment should be made. Every school and department 
should have someone designated to follow-through on verification requests.  This individual is 
normally the person who created the PO. This person acts as the liaison between Accounting 
and the school / department. This person follows-up with teachers or others in receiving 
verifications.  No receiving is necessary on blanket requisitions, but it is still the school / 
department responsibility to ensure that invoices are paid and when a blanket PO should be 
closed.  No payments will be made on blanket purchases that have been overspent. 

Verifications must include: 
 The Purchase Order number 
 An indication whether the PO is fully received and therefore should be closed (aka 

“complete”) or whether the PO is only partially received and therefore should remain 
open (aka “partial”). 

 If marked “complete”, the PO will be closed to future payments. 
 Accounting sends copies of invoices to the schools / departments when Accounting has 

 not yet received a verification for the shipment. This invoice copy must then be verified 
 and sent back to Accounting as soon as possible. Note that a school or department may 
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receive a copy of the invoice before Accounts Payable, but the school or department 
should still send in the verified invoice to ensure timely payment and avoid 
misunderstandings with Accounts Payable. 

 If a problem occurs with a vendor, schools and departments must keep Accounts 
Payable informed while the school or department works with the vendor to resolve the 
problem. (For example, a vendor says they shipped something but it was not received, 
or a vendor owes a refund.) 
 

Since schools have checking accounts, invoices for schools sometimes are sent to Accounts 
Payable and invoices for Accounts Payable sometimes get sent to schools. 
 
If the school has an invoice for something ordered on a District PO, it must be sent to 
Accounts Payable. The school should do a regular verification before sending to Accounts 
Payable. 
 
If Accounts Payable has an invoice for something meant to be paid with a school check, 
Accounts Payable must be informed to that effect.  If a District Purchase Order was created for 
something and the school changes its mind and now wants to pay for it with a school check, the 
school must inform Accounts Payable. 
 
Secondary School Purchase Orders 
It is recommended that all secondary schools establish and use a purchase order system using 
pre-numbered forms. The original PO is sent to the vendor indicating approval for the purchases 
and tax exemption (it would be appropriate to print the school’s tax id number on the face of the 
P.O.) All school purchases are subject to the District Purchasing Policy outlined above. 
 
School purchase orders may not be used for purchases greater than $5,000. Schools should 
submit a District P.O. for such purchases and may reimburse the District if the amount should 
have come out of a school program.  
 
For example, if the school is buying new band uniforms that will cost more than $10,000, the 
school should submit a District P.O. coded to the school checking account. Once the purchase 
has been completed and paid by accounting, the school may send a school check, expensed 
from the band program, to reimburse the District for the exact actual cost. All checks issued 
need to be supported by an invoice and P.O. approved by an administrator. Before issuing the 
purchase order, make sure that all necessary details are completed (i.e. date, vendor, item 
description, price, quantity, and amounts.) The principal or one of his/her assistants must sign 
each purchase order before it is remitted to the vendor. 
 
When an invoice is received, compare it with the purchase order and indicate which items have 
been billed, any price changes, and the school check number written to pay the invoice. 

Methods of Procurement  
All purchases not paid directly by check should be made by using a purchase order, district 
credit card, or reimbursement form. If supplies need to be purchased from a vendor that does 
not accept purchase orders, petty cash should be used or an employee should use personal 
funds and request reimbursement. However, to keep cash transactions to a minimum, these 
stores should not be frequented.  
 
Unknown Dollar Amounts 
Occasionally, a school employee may need to make a purchase without being able to determine 
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the exact cost. 
 
1. First verify with the vendor if they will accept a school purchase order. The person should 
then get a school purchase order and fill in the vendor, item, quantity, description and an 
estimated price. Then have the P.O. signed by the principal. 
 
2. Have the teacher/administrator take the signed P.O. to the vendor and make the purchase. 
Once the purchase is made the exact price should be given to the school secretary along with 
the sales slip. (Caution: If the actual price exceeds 110% of the estimated price, the vendor may 
not accept the purchase order.)  The secretary would then write the actual purchase price on 
the P.O. copy and pay the vendor when the invoice is received. 
 
At a minimum, the following should be incorporated into school purchase orders: 
 

 School name 
 School address 
 School telephone number and fax number 
 Pre-numbered – purchase order number 
 Date 
 Sales tax id number  
 Vendor 
 Quantity 
 Description 
 Unit Price 
 Total 
 Grand Total (this should be the total cost of the items purchased) 
 Administrator’s signature 

Other Purchasing Scenarios 
 
Resale Items (vending, student stores, etc.) 
Items purchased for resale are subject to State and District purchasing guidelines. 
 
Sole Source 
Single or sole source procurement is appropriate when only one business or service provider 
possesses the unique and singular capability to meet the specific requirements on a solicitation, 
such as technical qualification(s), compatibility and/or standardization of equipment, software, or 
testing purposes. 
 
A single/sole source form must be submitted to the purchasing department for validation and 
approval. 
 
A single/sole source form does not need to be completed when procuring the following: 

 Utilities; 
 Conferences, workshops, or tuition fees, when the desired service is offered by only one 

provider; 
 Media advertising for placement of ads, i.e. newspaper, television, radio;  
 federal/state/city provided services;  
 Renewal of software licenses or maintenance agreements already in use in the district;  
 Professional licenses or dues to association, when they are the only provider;  
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 School associated student activities, i.e. tournaments, field trips, summer camps etc;  
 Competitive student trips, when the travel and accommodations are pre-arranged or are 

required by the sponsoring agency;  
 Fundraisers, when the product offering is unique to the vendor;  
 Textbooks; 
 Library books, the price of these books are established by the publisher and are the 

same regardless of vendor; 
 Professional development training required for professional licenses or certification; 
 Student assessment testing; 
 Amusement Parks, Recreation & Entertainment Centers (e.g. SeaWorld, Disney Parks, 

Lagoon) 
 Royalty fees for student productions (detailed description is needed for the purchase); 

Contracts 
The president of the Board of Education or the Business Administrator signs all contracts or 
warrants that bind Washington County School District. School principals can sign a contract or 
purchase agreement for less than $5,000, if it is consistent with the District Small Purchases 
Guidelines, District-wide contracts, or District policy (travel, building rental, etc.) 
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CASH RECEIPTS 
 
Purpose and Scope 
To establish policies and procedures for the handling of all cash receipts at the District Office 
and individual schools.  The following guidelines and procedures apply to all WCSD 
administration, licensed educators, staff, students, organizations, and individuals that handle 
cash receipts or accept payment in any form on behalf of WCSD. 

Segregation of Duties 
Wherever possible, duties such as collecting funds, maintaining documentation, preparing 
deposits and reconciling records should be segregated among different individuals.  When 
segregation of duties is not possible due to the small department/school size and limited 
staffing, compensating controls such as management supervision and review of cash receipting 
records by independent parties should be implemented.  In the event that compensating 
controls are necessary, the proposal must be approved by the District Office accounting staff. 

Compliance with Deposit Requirement 
In accordance with Utah State law (Utah Code Title 51-4-2(2)(a)), all monies collected “shall be 
deposited daily whenever practicable but not later than three days after receipt.”  In order to 
comply with this law, all funds should be deposited or submitted to the Business Department on 
a daily basis to be processed for deposit.  Employees should never keep cash in their 
possession for any reason. 

If money is collected after school hours on Friday (for example, at a dance or a football game), 
that money is still subject to the 72 hour requirement and needs to be deposited no later than 
Monday afternoon.  The school needs to make sure that employees who are responsible for 
collecting funds at the after-school events are aware of this requirement so that the funds are 
submitted to the finance secretary in a timely manner to meet the deposit requirements.  In the 
event that a holiday falls on a Friday or Monday, thereby extending the weekend, funds are to 
be deposited at the bank prior to the extended weekend rather than keeping the funds over the 
extended weekend and depositing them upon return. 

It is also the school’s responsibility to make sure that the documentation clearly indicates when 
the money was originally received and when the money was actually deposited.  For example, if 
the school makes a deposit after hours on Friday and Monday is a holiday, the bank statements 
may show the deposit as having been made on Tuesday morning.  To avoid such a problem, 
the deposit may need to be made earlier in the day or the person making the deposit may need 
to actually go inside the bank to make the deposit instead of using the drive-thru window. 

Miscellaneous 
 Do not accept two-party checks for any reason. 
 Do not cash personal checks (or IOUs) from anyone, including students, faculty, and 

administrators. 
 Deposits should be taken to the bank by an administrator or an employee other than the 

person who prepared the deposit. 
 The “borrowing” of funds is prohibited. 

 
Cash Receipts Overview - Schools 

1. All receipting of funds at the school should be done at the front office through the 
financial secretary (see exceptions outlined in 6 and 7 below). 

2. All funds shall be kept in a secure location controlled by the front office until they are 
deposited in a school bank account.  
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3. If the cashier has left for the day or funds are receipted on the weekends, employees 
should seek the assistance of administrators to lock cash receipts or cash boxes in the 
safe until the next business day.   

4. All checks are to be made payable to the individual school and restrictively endorsed 
upon receipt.  Checks are not to be made payable to an employee, a specific 
department, or a program. 

5. An employee independent of the cash receipting process shall verify that the daily 
deposit detail reconciles to the validated deposit slip.   

6. As a general rule, anytime a school receives payment from a student, parent, or vendor, 
a receipt should be issued to the payer.  The receipt should indicate the amount paid, 
the date of the payment, the name of the person or business making the payment, the 
method of payment (cash, check, credit card), and a brief explanation describing the 
purpose of the payment.  The school should also retain a copy of the receipt for 
documentation.  Exceptions to this rule include the following:  

a. When a student purchases low-cost items from the school (i.e. a stick of jerky for 
$0.50), it is not necessary to issue a receipt.  In such instances, the money 
should be collected in accordance with the two-person rule. 

b. Schools may use a locked drop-box to collect small donations for field trips or 
other purposes.  The finance secretary should maintain possession of the key to 
the box.  Other employees may take the box and use it to collect funds, but they 
should not have possession of the key. 

c. When collecting gate receipts, two people should be present at all times.  The 
two people who collect gate receipts should fill out and sign the Cash Box 
Reconciliation Form, and submit it along with the gate receipts to the school 
finance secretary.   When school finance secretary receives the funds, they must 
be opened and verified in the presence of two people. 

7. As a general rule, teachers and coaches are not allowed to collect payments from 
students or parents.  All payments should be received by a secretary in the front 
office.  There are two exceptions to this rule: 

a. A teacher may collect payments if he/she issues receipts to each student.  The 
teacher must use a pre-numbered, dual-copy receipt book normally kept in the 
front office.  The receipt books should be checked out to teachers as needed and 
then returned to the secretary along with the funds that have been collected.  The 
school secretary should then reconcile the funds received with the receipts to 
verify that there are no discrepancies. 

b. Teachers may collect money for Scholastic orders without issuing a receipt as 
long as they are only collecting checks written out to Scholastic.  Teachers 
should not receive cash or checks written out to the school or themselves. 

c. Teachers may use a locked drop-box to collect small donations for field trips or 
other purposes.  However, if a locked drop box is used, it must be opened by the 
office staff and counted in the presence of two people.  

Cash Receipts Overview - District Office 
1. The District will comply with all applicable state and federal laws.  
2. All receipting of funds should be done at one of the authorized cash collection 

points.  No receipting is to be done in other offices or in unapproved off-site 
locations.  The only cash collection points in the District Office that are currently 
authorized to accept payments are the following:  

a. Accounting Technician in the Business Department 
b. Human Resources Clerk responsible for fingerprints & background checks 
c. Front Desk Receptionist 
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d. Foundation Secretary 
3. Employees shall instruct payers to take all payment transactions to a designated cash 

collection point.  Provisions should be made for cash receipting/collection at approved 
off-site activities or functions.  Departments that will be receiving payments for a one-
time activity/function (i.e. flu shots, CPR class, etc.), must check out a pre-numbered 
receipt book from the Accounting Technician and return the receipt book along with the 
funds collected at the conclusion of the activity/event.  The accounting technician will 
reconcile the receipt book with the funds received. 

4. A pre-numbered receipt should be issued for all payment transactions that are 
conducted in person.  A duplicate copy of the receipt should be retained by the person 
receiving the payment and the receipts should be reconciled to the cash collected and 
deposited.   

5. All checks should be made payable to the school district and restrictively endorsed 
immediately upon receipt.  Checks should not be made payable to an employee, a 
specific department, or a program. 

 
Payments Sent/Received by Mail 

1. Currency or coins should never be sent through U.S. Postal Service or in-district mail.  In 
the event that cash and coins are collected and the money needs to be remitted to the 
District Office, please deposit the currency and coins in the school checking account and 
issue a check to the District Office for the amount of the currency and coins collected. 

2. All funds received through mail (including in-district mail) should be recorded on the cash 
receipts log.   

3. Payments that are received in the mail by other district departments that are not 
authorized cash collection points, must be forwarded immediately to the person 
designated to record payments in the cash receipts log (Cathy Aitken).      

4. All checks must be stamped with a restrictive endorsement immediately upon receipt by 
the person opening the mail. 

5. The person that records the checks on the cash receipts log should maintain custody of 
the checks until they are deposited in the safe for deposit. 

6. The account number and/or purchase order number should be written on the check to 
facilitate proper recording and account coding of the check in the accounting system.  If 
the account code is not known or the person that provides the code is unavailable, then 
a copy of the check should be given to the appropriate person for coding rather than 
giving them the actual check. 

7. A copy of the cash receipts log should be submitted along with the funds to the person 
designated to prepare the deposit.  A copy of the cash receipts log should also be 
maintained by the person designated to record the payments on the log. 
 

Payments Made in Person 
1. Cashiers should receipt all funds immediately by providing a pre-numbered receipt to the 

payer and retaining a duplicate copy of the receipt. 
2. At least daily, the cash collection point must submit the funds collected along with a cash 

receipts remittance form to the person designated to prepare the deposit as specified 
below. 

Submission of funds to Business Department for Deposit 
All monies collected should be deposited into the drop-safe in the Business Department with a 
completed remittance advice or cash receipts log on the same day that the monies are received.  
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The following process should be followed by cash collection points when submitting money to 
the Business Department for deposit: 

1. Each cashier should count their cash and prepare the “Cash Receipts Remittance Form” 
at the end of the day.  A second individual in the department should verify the amount of 
cash and sign the “Cash Receipts Remittance Form” indicating that they have verified 
the receipt amounts.  The total amount of money collected should agree to the total of 
the receipts that have been issued.  

2. All checks must be restrictively endorsed immediately upon receipt with the District’s 
official endorsement stamp.   

3. The money along with a Remittance Form is to be dropped in the deposit safe located in 
the Business Department.  Before dropping the deposit in the safe, the deposit 
information should be recorded on the log sheet and a second person should initial the 
log sheet verifying that the deposit was dropped in the safe. 
 

Cash Deposit & Reconciliation 
1. Upon receipt of the monies by the Business Department, the business department 

secretary will verify the amount of funds deposited in the drop-safe and prepare the 
deposit slip. 

2. All cash receipt remittance forms, cash receipts logs, and other supporting 
documentation must be attached to the file copy of the deposit slip. 

3. The Accounting Technician or other designated individual other than the person who 
prepares the deposit should take the deposit to the bank. 

4. A designated individual other than the person who prepares the deposit or takes the 
deposit to the bank should compare and reconcile the deposit log sheet, cash receipt 
remittance forms, and cash receipts logs to the bank deposit records to verify that all 
funds received were properly deposited. 

Cash Box Procedures & Controls 
1. When setting-up and reimbursing cash boxes, the check should be made payable to a 

school district employee and not payable to “cash.” 
2. Cash boxes should be kept in a secure location and custody of the keys to the secured 

location should be kept separate from the keys used to access the cash box.  In other 
words, the person who has the keys to the cash box should not have keys to the secure 
location where the cash boxes are stored and vice versa. 

3. Prior to the event, the persons who will be collecting the gate receipts should sign a cash 
tally sheet indicating they have received the money that will be used to make change.  

4. There should be two people present at all times when collecting gate receipts. 
5. Vendors and employees (e.g. ticket takers) may not be paid for their services using cash 

proceeds collected at the event.  The cash receipting process is independent of  the 
cash disbursement process. 

6. At the end of the event, the two persons working the gate will each count the total cash 
collected and each of the two persons will sign off in agreement of the total cash 
collected in the cashbox.  If more than one cashbox is used for an event, then the total 
cash in each cashbox will be counted and signed off by the two persons. 

7. At the end of the event, the cash box will be returned to a financial secretary or school 
Administrator to be locked in a secure location. 

8. The following day, the cash box should be counted and verified in the presence of two 
people.  The cash in excess of the initial amount will be prepared for deposit and the 
initial cash balance for the cash box will be returned to the secured location. 
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DISBURSEMENTS 

Check Preparation 
Pre-numbered check stock should be properly safeguarded at all times and kept in a secure 
location accessible only by authorized personnel.  Checks should be issued in sequential 
order.   
Voided checks should have the word "VOID" clearly written on them in large writing with 
permanent ink, and should be kept as permanent documentation, not destroyed. 
 
Checks should never be written to “CASH”.  The payee should always be a vendor or person. 
 
Checks should be completed in their entirety prior to signing.  Principals, administrators and 
secretaries should never sign checks that do not specify the payee or the dollar amount.  
 
Signatures and Authorization 
All school checks must have two signatures, and only one of those may be a secretary's 
signature.  All checks must be signed by at least one administrator.  Principals, assistant 
principals, staff developers and Title 1 site coordinators may be considered "administrators" for 
this purpose.   
 
Principals are ultimately responsible for all of the school's finances, and therefore need to be 
aware of all payments issued from the school's checking account.  Principals should be the 
primary signers of checks, and should not seek to delegate that responsibility to 
others.  Assistant principals, staff developers and/or Title 1 site coordinators who are signers on 
the school's checking account should normally sign checks in the principal’s stead only when 
the principal is absent, or during an emergency.  
 
In order to verify the principal is aware of all payments issued from the school checking account, 
principals should review and sign a printed copy of the check register each month, and schools 
should keep the signed check register on hand along with the monthly bank reconciliations. 
 
Reimbursements or other payments to a principal, or an immediate member of the principal's 
family (parent, sibling, spouse or child), may not be issued from the school checking account.  
Such payments must be issued by the district in order to ensure proper authorization. 

Other check signers may not sign checks or authorize payments issued to themselves, or to 
their immediate family members.  
 
Signature stamps should never be used for school checks.  The very existence of a signature 
stamp at a school may be considered an internal control risk.  Possession of signature stamps 
is not allowed unless the principal has received express written permission from the District 
Business Administrator. 
 
All supporting documentation should accompany checks when they are presented for 
signatures. 
 
Supporting Documentation 
Before any payment is authorized, the supporting documentation should be reviewed.  This 
documentation should: 
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 Identify what items/services were purchased, 
 Identify the company or individual that was paid, 
 Verify the cost was determined in an appropriate manner, 
 Verify the amount paid was not excessive, 
 When necessary, provide additional information/explanation to justify the expense as a 

legitimate use of school funds. 
 

In some cases, a receipt will provide all of the necessary information, but in many cases a 
receipt alone will not be sufficient.  When considering whether the documentation is complete 
for a purchase, it may be helpful to ask yourself the following: 

"If somebody with no knowledge of the day-to-day operations of my school/department 
were to review the documentation for this expenditure, would they be able to tell how 
much we paid to whom, when and why?  Could they conclude that the expenditure was 
an appropriate use of school funds, and that the amount paid was fair and reasonable?" 
 

Per diem:   
Whenever the school pays an employee to compensate for meal expenses for travel, the amount 
paid needs to be based on approved rates per Administrative Letter #25.  The documentation for 
per diem needs to indicate who received the money, where they were traveling to, when, and 
why.  The documentation should provide enough detail to allow an auditor to re-calculate the per 
diem paid, and verify that the per diem amount was appropriate considering the number of 
breakfasts, lunches and dinners that were covered.   
 
A standard per diem documentation form is available to help document the required information. 
 
Mileage:   
When an employee uses their own money to purchase fuel for a district car or rental vehicle, the 
fuel receipts may be used to determine the reimbursement amount.  The documentation should 
clearly indicate the reimbursement was not for a personal vehicle. 
 
Fuel receipts are not an allowable form of documentation for reimbursements to employees who 
use their own vehicles for school-related travel.  There is no way to verify that the amount per an 
employee's fuel receipt is equal to the cost of the fuel they actually used while traveling on school 
business.  When someone uses their personal vehicle for school-related travel, the amount of the 
reimbursement should be based on District-approved mileage rates as set forth in Administrative 
Letter #25. 
 
The documentation attached to the check stub for mileage reimbursements should clearly 
indicate where the person traveled, when, and why.  The documentation should also clearly 
show how the amount of the reimbursement was calculated.  
 
A standard mileage documentation form is available to help document the required information. 
 
Employees are eligible to receive the higher mileage reimbursement rate only when a District 
vehicle is not available, and only if multiple employees attending the same event carpool to the 
maximum extent possible. 
 
In some instances, employees may wish to be reimbursed for less than what they are eligible to 
receive because they would like to have more money stay in the school/program budget.  In these 
instances, the school should keep documentation showing (a) the full amount the person could 
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have received using standard mileage rates, and (b) a signed statement from the person 
acknowledging they are knowingly and voluntarily receiving a lower amount.  This way, an auditor 
can verify (a) the reimbursement amount was not more than would be allowable under district 
policy, and (b) the person being reimbursed has not been unknowingly deprived of the full amount 
they were eligible to receive. 
 
Purchases of meals / food:    
Meal purchases are subject to the rules outlined in Administrative Letter #85.  These rules 
outline when meals may be purchased, for whom, and how much may be spent.   
 
Schools may cover the cost of two socials per year not to exceed the instate dinner per-diem 
reimbursement per employee using school-generated revenue.  In the event spouses or 
partners are invited, funds may not be used to cover the cost of the non-employee. 
 
School workshops, in-service meetings, conferences, committees, etc. may provide light 
refreshments. 
 
School workshops, in-service meetings, committees, conferences, retreats, etc. that are a 
minimum of three hours may provide a lunch not to exceed the instate lunch per-diem rate per 
person. 
 
All meals will not exceed the appropriate per-diem rate without Superintendent’s approval. 
 
Because documentation for meals needs to show that the purchase was in compliance with 
Administrative Letter #85, a receipt will not be considered sufficient by itself; additional 
explanation is always necessary to show: 

 Why the food was purchased (need to specify meeting or event) 
 For whom the food was purchased (need to show that the meals purchased were 

reasonable considering the number of people attending the meeting or event) 
 The purchase complied with any other applicable requirements outlined in Administrative 

Letter #85. 
 

If meals are purchased for a meeting that is held during regular work day hours, the 
documentation for the expense should show the beginning and ending time of the meeting, and 
should indicate the number of people in attendance, allowing an auditor to verify the total cost 
per person does not exceed the instate lunch per-diem allowance. 
 
A standard meal documentation form is available to help document the required information, but 
administrators and secretaries will need to consider each situation to ensure the Administrative 
Letter #85 requirements are met and documented. 
 
Lodging:   
Employees should make efforts to find the best available rate when booking hotels/motels.  
Employees should try to use hotels/motels that direct bill the District, offer a state rate, or charge 
a rate which is less than $115 per night.   
 
When a hotel is not available that uses direct billing, offers the state rate, or which charges less 
than $115 per night, approval for the transaction must be obtained via a travel request.  The 
travel request should specify the hotel being used and the rate being charged. 
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Two bids are required when the total amount of the hotel room(s) is greater than $1,000.  When 
the total lodging cost exceeds $5,000, three oral bids are required and must be attached to the 
travel request. 
 
The following flowchart outlines the process. 
 

 
 
Refer to Administrative Letter #25 for more information on rules and procedures for travel-
related expenditures. 
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Entry fees for competitions / tournaments:   
When paying for entry fees for sporting events, debate competitions, band competitions, etc., 
there needs to be some sort of documentation attached to show how the payment amount was 
determined.  There is usually some sort of announcement or invitation that can be 
attached.  Teachers and coaches should be aware that the school cannot disburse checks 
without these sorts of invitations, or at the very least, an email from the hosting school that 
shows when and where the competition will take place and the amount of the entry fee. 
 
 
Rewards & Recognitions: 
Expenditures for rewards and recognitions should follow the following guidelines established in 
Administrative Letter #74. 
 

 No gifts such as Christmas presents, birthday presents, secretaries day presents, etc 
may be given using district funds. 

 Rewards and recognitions must be non-monetary and less than $50.00 in value.  Gift 
cards and gift certificates may not be given to employees due to IRS restrictions. 

 Rewards and recognitions can be given for a single outstanding work accomplishment or 
as recognition for several great accomplishments. 

 Rewards and recognitions should not be discriminatory in nature. 
 Items given as rewards and recognitions should be tasteful and be appropriate for a 

school setting. 
 Ask yourself, “If the reward or recognition showed up on the front page of the local 

newspaper, would it be an embarrassment to yourself and the School District?” 
 Rewards and recognitions cannot be given in lieu of overtime or compensatory time. 

 
These rules do not apply to awards publicly presented in recognition of public service.  
However, when awards are publicly presented, there must be written documentation specifying 
the circumstances under which the award was publicly presented.  Principals and administrators 
are also strongly encouraged to first discuss any deviation from the above rules (and document 
written authorization for the deviation) with the Superintendent or an Assistant Superintendent. 
 
All monetary rewards and recognitions, and all non-monetary rewards and recognitions valued 
at $10 or higher, should be recorded on the standard rewards and recognitions documentation 
form. 
 
Student refunds:   
When a student is refunded for an amount they previously paid, there needs to be some sort of 
documentation for the expense to show why the student was refunded, and to verify the amount 
was appropriate.  For example, if a student receives a refund for returning a lost book, an 
auditor will want to see evidence that the student had actually paid the lost book fee in the first 
place.  Often the easiest way to provide documentation is to print a report from TES or Quicken 
showing when the student made the original payment.  You may also need to include a brief 
written explanation of why the refund is being issued. 
 
Payments to employees:    
Employees must always be paid through the District payroll department for services 
rendered.  The school is allowed, however, to issue checks directly to employees for per diem 
and mileage, and to reimburse the employee for school-related expenses paid out-of-pocket.   
 
Employees receiving lump sum extra duty pay:   
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When a school wishes to pay an employee a lump sum for extra duty work (for example, 
stipends, or other extra duty cases where the amount paid is not tied to an hourly rate), the 
school is required to first submit an extra duty voucher form to the HR Department.   
  
(NOTE: this form is not required for coaches and assistant coaches - there is already a 
separate process in place which allows athletic directors to communicate the necessary 
information for coaches to the HR Department). 
 
Submitting these forms will allow the HR Department to determine whether there are any 
conflicts which may cause the employee to be ineligible for the extra duty assignment.  If an 
employee will be performing more than one extra duty assignment, a separate form will need to 
be completed for each assignment.  The forms must be submitted annually for employees 
performing the same extra duty assignment year after year.  The extra duty forms must be 
submitted before the employee begins their extra duty assignment to ensure they do not 
perform any work for which they are not eligible to be compensated.   
 
Ticket takers and other HS Activity employees:   
For tax purposes, all ticket takers and HS Activity personnel who receive any payment for their 
work must be treated as employees of the district, including people who are not otherwise 
employed by the school district in any other capacity.  Their compensation must be issued by 
the WCSD Payroll Department.   
 
Any person who will be working as a ticket taker or game administrator, who is not otherwise 
employed by the district, will need to complete a form W4, and an I-9.  The individual will be 
allowed to complete these forms at the school, and don't need to come in to the District Office to 
complete the paperwork. 
 
The ticket taker must bring in two acceptable forms of identification.  The school will need to see 
original documents, not copies.  The completed forms should be sent to Terri Hendrix in the HR 
department.  The individual does not necessarily need to have their paperwork filled out and 
submitted in order to work as a game administrator or ticket taker, but they will need to submit 
completed paperwork before they get paid.  The payroll department will be cutting checks to 
these ticket takers twice a month.  
 
HS Activity pay costs will be coded to program 9090.  School secretaries should review the 
account activity for this program on a monthly basis and submit payment to the district to cover 
the salaries and benefits.  
 
Compensation for game administration, ticket takers, and student techies will be communicated 
to the WCSD payroll department via a Google form which has been shared with secondary 
secretaries.  
 
The following pay scale will be used for HS Activity pay: 
 

*HS Activity Security      $12.00   hourly 
*HS Activity Ticket Taker    $12.00   hourly  
 HS Activity Announcer FR‐JV    $35.00   per game 
 HS Activity Announcer Varsity  $40.00   per game 
 HS Activity Bookkeeper FR‐JV   $35.00   per game 
 HS Activity Bookkeeper Varsity  $40.00   per game 
 HS Activity Chain Gang FR‐JV   $35.00   per game 
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 HS Activity Chain Gang Varsity  $40.00   per game 
 HS Activity Clock FR‐JV    $35.00   per game 
 HS Activity Clock Varsity    $40.00   per game 
 HS Activity Scorekeeper FR‐JV  $35.00   per game 
 HS Activity Scorekeeper Varsity  $40.00   per game 
 HS Activity Spotter FR‐JV    $35.00   per game 
 HS Activity Spotter Varsity    $40.00   per game 
 HS Activity Ticket Manager    $250.00  Per season (Fall or Winter) 
 HS Tech ‐ Student      $15.00   hourly 

 
*Classified employees are ONLY allowed to do ticket taking and security, and must 

clock in and out. 
 
Reminder: Anyone - employee or volunteer - who will have unsupervised access to students 
must submit to a background check first. 
 
Payments to contractors:   
Under Federal tax law, a 1099 must be issued to certain businesses, and to individuals who are 
not WCSD employees, that are paid $600 or more during any given calendar year for services 
rendered.  All individuals and businesses must be paid through the WCSD Business 
Department if there is a possibility that the District might need to issue them a 1099. 
 
This is the only way we can ensure 1099s will be issued to all applicable vendors, and that the 
amount reported on the 1099 captures all payments to the vendor from the District and its 
schools. 
 
In order to determine whether a particular individual or business needs to be paid through the 
Business Department, ask yourself these two questions: 
 

Question #1:  Is the school purchasing goods, or is it purchasing services? 

If the answer is goods, then the 1099 rule does not apply, and the school may issue the 
check directly to the individual or vendor (as long as there are no other policies or rules 
which would require the payment to be issued by the WCSD Business Department). 

If the answer is services, go to question #2. 

Question #2:  Who are we paying? 

If the payee is a corporation, or an LLC which the school knows for certain has elected 
to be taxed as a corporation, then the 1099 rule does not apply, and the school may 
issue the check directly to the individual or vendor (as long as there are no other policies 
or rules which would require the payment to be issued by the WCSD Business 
Department). 

If the payee is an individual, a sole proprietorship, a partnership, an LLC which has 
elected to be taxed as partnership, or an LLC whose tax status is unknown to the school, 
then the payment must be issued through the WCSD Business Department. 

Please note the dollar amount of the payment is irrelevant.  The $600 threshold applies to the 
district as a whole.  In other words, if a school is paying a partnership only $100 for services, the 
payment still must be issued by the Business Department, because the school cannot know for 
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certain that the total of all payments to the partnership from all schools in the District will add up 
to less than $600. 
 
 
Stale Checks 
Checks that have not cleared the bank within 90 days are considered to be "stale" checks.  For 
each stale check, an effort must be made to notify the person or company to whom the check 
was issued, and to encourage them to cash the check.  If the check has been lost, issue a stop 
payment on the check and reissue a new check to the payee.  The original check number 
should be referenced on the reissued check. 

Checks from the prior school year which have not cleared the bank by December 15 of the 
following school year should be treated as unclaimed property.  The check should be voided.  If 
the dollar amount is less than $10.00, nothing further needs to be done.  However, if the check 
is more than $10.00, a check needs to be sent to the District along with information of whom the 
check was originally written to, and why.  The District will then submit the information and the 
money to the State of Utah, Unclaimed Property Department. 

Petty Cash 
Petty cash funds should be used for small payments of goods or services.  Elementary schools 
are permitted to maintain a petty cash balance not to exceed $100.  Secondary schools may 
maintain a petty cash balance not to exceed $250.  When using petty cash for small purchases, 
the following procedures should be followed: 

1. The school should have only one person that is the custodian of the petty cash. 
2. All petty cash payments must be made from the money in the petty cash box.   
3. When a request for cash is made, a petty cash voucher should be completed for the 

exact amount of cash given out and the voucher should be signed by the person 
receiving the cash. 

4. When the item has been purchased with the petty cash, the purchase receipt along with 
any change should be returned to the custodian of the petty cash fund and both persons 
should sign the voucher verifying that all funds are accounted for. 

5. The amount of the receipt plus the amount of the change, should equal the amount of 
petty cash that was issued per the petty cash voucher. 

6. The purchase receipt should be attached to the petty cash voucher and kept in the petty 
cash box. 

7. When reimbursing the cash box, all of the petty cash vouchers along with the purchase 
receipts should be attached to the check stub as documentation. 

8. When establishing or reimbursing a petty cash fund, checks should be made payable to 
a school district employee.  A reimbursement check should never be made payable to 
“cash.” 
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UTAH SALES TAX 
 
Tax Exempt Purchases  
Use of the name or address of Washington County School District and/or its sales tax exempt 
status for making personal purchases is expressly forbidden.  
 
The procedures associated with governmental agencies making tax exempt purchases are as 
follows: All purchases must produce a school or District purchase order, check, purchasing card 
or district credit card as evidence that the purchase is made by a government agency.  
 
Additionally, the TC-721G form must be completed according to the instructions and given to 
the vendor. The box claiming the exemption for public elementary and secondary schools must 
be checked and the tax id number for the school/district must be entered in the space available.  
 
The tax id number for the District is as follows:  
 
11787805-002-STC – Washington County School District 
 
This form will need to be used for all tax exempt purchases and must be signed by the 
department director, principal, or any other individual who is currently authorized to sign 
purchase orders.  
 
A copy of the TC-721G form is included in the Appendix.  
 
Note that Legislative Teacher Supply funds are intended for teachers to purchase needed 
supplies. As such, a teacher may choose whether they purchase the items themselves (taxable) 
and seek reimbursement from the school or purchase the items through the school (not 
taxable). If the teacher chooses to make taxable purchases, the Principal may reimburse the 
teacher for the sales tax and reduce the amount the teacher has available accordingly.  
 
Sales tax will be charged for in-state travel. If the hotel bill is paid through direct bill or through a 
school district credit card, the District can request a reimbursement for this tax.  If reimbursed 
this sales tax will be reimbursable back to the department or school.  
 
Sales Tax Collection  
 
Tax Rate  
The sales tax rate is based on the place of business in Utah where the merchandise or service 
is sold (point of sale.) The current statewide sales tax rate is combined with any additional local 
sales taxes imposed by cities and counties. Therefore, the sales tax rate may vary from one 
community to the next. For most communities in Washington County School District, the sales 
tax rate is 6.05% or 6.35%. If you have a question about the tax rate for the community where 
your school is located, consult the Utah State Tax Commission website.  
 
Sales Tax License  
Washington County School District has a sales tax license from the Tax Commission.  This 
license enables each school and department in the district to collect sales tax when necessary 
and file a combined district tax return.   
 
Forms are sent out quarterly by the district office to help compile this tax information.  
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Filing Requirements  
Filing periods are determined by the Tax Commission. If the sales tax liability is less than 
$1,000 per year, tax returns must be filed annually. If the sales tax liability is up to $50,000 per 
year, returns must be filed quarterly. If the sales tax liability is more than $50,000 per year, 
returns must be filed monthly.  
 
A tax return must be filed whether or not tax is due for a particular period. Tax records are 
subject to audit by the Tax Commission.  
 
Penalties and Interest  
The penalty for failure to file a tax due return by the due date is the greater of $20 or 10 percent 
of the unpaid tax. Additionally, a second penalty, the greater of $20 or 10 percent of the tax 
balance, will be charged if a tax balance remains unpaid 90 days after the due date. The penalty 
for failure to pay as reported on a timely filed return or within 30 days of a notice of deficiency is 
the greater of $20 or 10 percent of the tax due. 
 
What's Taxable and What's Not?  
The State Tax Commission Publication 35 “Sales Tax Information for Public and Private 
Elementary and Secondary Schools” answers this question by providing a lengthy list of taxable 
and non-taxable sales at schools. This publication is included in the Appendix for reference.  
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SCHOOL BANK ACCOUNTS 
 
All schools should have one checking account. It is up to the Principal to determine which 
financial institution to use.  Financial institutions must be qualified under the Utah Money 
Management Act. 
 
The account is to be reconciled promptly every month.  The reconciliation should be performed 
by a Finance Secretary or another competent employee who has been designated by the 
Principal.  The reconciliation should be reviewed and signed by the Principal (usually by the 
20th of the following month).  Except for certain pre-approved situations, the person who 
performs the reconciliation should not be the same person who has custody of the check stock 
and who prepares and issues the checks. 
 
In order to enhance financial control, all schools receive cancelled checks along with their 
monthly checking account statements or good quality copies of canceled checks. If your school 
is not currently receiving canceled checks or copies, request that your financial institution send 
them to you.  
 
Checking accounts that would be inappropriate include:  
 

 District departmental accounts 
 Joint school accounts with PTA or school community groups 
 Bookstore/school store accounts 
 Booster club accounts 
 School community group accounts 
 Personal/individual accounts 

 
Faculty members of a school will have a separate checking account for faculty dues.  These 
accounts should be funded solely by faculty dues and reconciled by faculty members. Neither 
the principal nor the school financial secretary is to be a signer on the account or have other 
responsibilities for this checking account. This separate account must not use the District’s tax 
identification number.  
 
Savings and Investment Accounts  
Utah State Law Section 51 requires that all monies invested by public entities be in compliance 
with the Utah Money Management Act.  
 
In order to maximize interest earnings, any excess funds not needed for immediate use may be 
invested in a “sweep account,” a higher yielding savings account, or a “certificate of deposit” 
with a twelve month or less maturity if interest earnings are projected to exceed fees charged for 
establishing such an account.  
 
Any school that wishes to invest its excess funds in any investment vehicle other than those 
mentioned above must contact the Business Administrator prior to placing the monies to ensure 
compliance with State law.  
 
Credit Accounts  
It is against district policy for schools or district departments to have credit accounts that have 
not been approved by the Business Administrator.  
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If charge accounts are deemed necessary by a principal or District Administrator, then they may 
be used under the following conditions:  
 

 The charge account must have prior approval by the Business Administrator.  
 The account is opened in the school or program name, not the District’s name. All 

charges on the account are the responsibility of the principal or administrator over the 
account.  

 The credit application is signed by the school principal or District administrator. Only 
those people making frequent purchases should be authorized to sign on the charge 
account.  

 Students should never be sent to sign for a purchase on a charge account. 
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DONATIONS TO SCHOOLS 
 
General  
Schools are highly encouraged to send locally generated charitable donations to the 
Washington County School District Foundation. The Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit 
organization established under the requirements provided in Section 53A-4-205 and will send all 
donors a receipt for tax purposes. 
 
Donations of $250 or greater require that a donor receive a written acknowledgement of the 
donation for IRS purposes.  The written acknowledgement should specify that no goods or 
services were given to the donor in exchange for the donation. 
 
All in-kind (non-cash) donations that the donor wishes to deduct for tax purposes must be made  
through the Washington County School District Foundation.  
 
Definition of a Qualified Organization  
IRS publication 526 states that charitable contributions can be deducted only if given to a 
qualified organization. Publication 526 then states that there are generally five types of qualified 
organizations.  
 

1. A community chest, corporation, trust fund, or foundation organized in or under laws of 
the United States, any state... or any possession of the United States.  It must be 
organized and operated only for: 

2. War veterans' organizations. 
3. Domestic fraternal societies. 
4. Certain non-profit cemetery companies or corporations. 
5. The United States or any state, the District of Columbia, a U.S. possession, a political 

subdivision of a state or an Indian tribal government or any of its subdivisions that 
perform substantial government functions. 

 
To be deductible, a contribution to this type of organization must be made solely for a public 
purpose. According to IRS regulations, a charitable contribution can be deducted if it is made to 
the Washington County School District Foundation, the school district, or to individual schools, 
since the district and schools are political subdivisions of a state.  
 
Deductible Contributions  
A contribution can be deducted for contributions of money or property that are made to, or for 
the use of, a qualified organization. The contributions must be made to a qualified organization 
and not set aside for use by a specific person. If property is given to a qualified organization, the 
fair market value of the property at the time of the contribution may be deducted.  
 
IRS Publication 562 clearly states that the following cannot be deducted as a charitable 
contribution:  
 

 A contribution to a specific individual, 
 A contribution to a non-qualified organization, 
 The part of a contribution from which the donor receives or expects to receive a benefit, 
 The value of time or services provided, 
 Personal expenses, 
 Appraisal fees, or 
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 Certain contributions of partial interests of property. 
 
The IRS goes on the say that contributions to specific individuals cannot be deducted, including, 
  

“…contributions to individuals who are needy or worthy. This includes contributions to a 
qualified organization if you indicate that your contribution is for a specific person. But 
you can deduct a contribution that you give to a qualified organization that in turn helps 
needy or worthy individuals if you do not indicate that your contribution is for a specific 
person.”  

 
The IRS further states, 
 

" ...if you receive or expect to receive a benefit as a result of making a contribution to a 
qualified organization, you cannot deduct the part of the contribution that represents 
the value of the benefit you receive.” 

  
Contributions of property are deductible at the “fair market value of the property at the time of 
the contribution.” The IRS considers fair market value as “the price at which property would 
change hands between a willing buyer and a willing seller, neither having to buy or sell, and 
both having reasonable knowledge of all the relevant facts.” In the case of cars, boats, or 
aircraft, a “blue book” value should be used to approximate the value subject to physical 
condition. The IRS uses the following as an example.  
 

“You donate your car to a local high school for use by students studying automobile 
repair. Your credit union told you that the “blue book” value of the car is $1,600. 
However, your car needs extensive repairs and, after some checking, you find that you 
could sell it for $750. You can deduct $750, the true fair market value of the car, as a 
charitable contribution.”  

 
Thus, the individual is responsible for accurately valuing the amount of a charitable contribution. 
 
Reporting Requirements - Charitable Contributions Greater than $250 
Each school receiving donations is subject to certain reporting requirements.  
 
The IRS states, 
 

“An organization should be aware that the donor of a charitable contribution of $250 or 
more cannot take an income tax deduction unless the donor obtains the organization’s 
acknowledgment to substantiate the charitable contribution.”  

 
The organization’s acknowledgement must:  
 

 Be written, 
 Be contemporaneous, 
 State the amount of any cash received, 
 State: 

o Whether the organization gave the donor any intangible religious benefits (no 
valuation needed) 

o Whether or not the organization gave the donor any goods or services in return 
for the donor's contribution (a quid pro quo contribution) 

 Describe goods or services the organization: 
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o Received (no valuation needed) 
o Gave (good faith estimate needed) 

 
 
Donated Property (Non Cash)  
All property donated to a school must go through the Washington County School District 
Foundation.  All questions regarding donated property should be addressed to the Foundation 
Director.  All property donated to a school or department that is subsequently discarded (not 
used) must be reported to the Washington County School District Foundation. 
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BOOSTER CLUBS 
 
A booster club is an organization with intent to promote, raise funds, or provide support for 
athletic/activity programs within a school.  The school's principal should be aware of all booster 
clubs.  Whenever a new booster club is being formed, that booster club should register its intent 
with the school's principal. 
 
Booster clubs are separate legal entities from the school.  For this reason, it is important that all 
transactions between the school and a booster club are "arms-length" transactions.    
 
When considering whether a given transaction or arrangement with a booster club would be 
considered "arms-length", it is helpful to ask whether the transaction or arrangement would be 
considered appropriate if the other party were a business organization instead of a booster club. 
 
Because booster clubs are separate legal entities, under no circumstances should booster clubs 
sign any type of contract that would obligate the school or the district in any way.  Booster clubs 
are not allowed to use the school name, school or district logos,  or mascots.  Booster clubs are 
not allowed to use school facilities or school property unless there is a formal written 
agreement/contract establishing the terms and conditions for such use, which is signed by the 
appropriate school administrator.   
 
Any agreement between a school and a booster club is only valid if it is a quid pro quo 
agreement, meaning it must be beneficial to both parties.  If an agreement between the school 
and booster club only includes provisions which benefit the booster club, it is an inappropriate 
and invalid agreement. 
 
Fundraisers are run by either the school or the booster club.  Funds generated by fundraisers 
belong to either the school or the booster club.  Booster clubs should not mislead donors and 
customers, whether intentionally or unintentionally, into thinking that booster club fundraiser 
proceeds will go directly to the school.  For example, someone who is conducting a booster club 
fundraiser should not say they are raising funds on behalf of "Dixie High football" - instead, they 
need to say they are raising funds on behalf of the "Dixie High Football Booster Club".  Signs 
and other promotional materials should also clearly make that distinction. 
 
If a booster club would like to announce a fundraiser at a team practice or other school event, or 
if the booster club would like to have students and/or coaches participate in a fundraiser, there 
needs to be a formal quid pro quo agreement in place. 
 
School employees must not assume any booster club responsibilities which would blur the lines 
between the district and the booster club.  For example, a soccer coach would not be allowed to 
be a signor on the soccer booster club checking account.  (See Utah Admin Code R277-107.) 
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APPLYING FOR GRANTS 
 
Grants are funds given to the District, or a specific school or department, which are intended to 
be used for a specific purpose.  Grants may be given by government agencies, businesses, 
foundations, educational institutions, or individuals.  In order to receive a grant, a grant 
application or proposal is typically submitted to the grantor, and is subject to an approval 
process.   
 
Grant funds may usually be used only for the intended purposes stated in the approved grant 
application, and the grantee usually must first receive approval from the grantor before deviating 
from the original approved budget.  The grantor has the right to hold the grantee accountable for 
its use of grant funds.  The grantor may request documentation to verify compliance with grant 
requirements.  The grantor might also request that any unused funds be returned after the end 
of the grant period. 

Planning for new grants 
A "grant officer" should be designated for every grant.  The grant officer is a district employee 
who will be responsible for overseeing the grant from start to finish, and for ensuring proper 
compliance with grant requirements. 
 
Prior to applying for a grant, the grant officer should: 
 

1. Review the grant proposal/application with (and get approval from) their principal, 
department head or supervisor, 

2. Review the proposed grant budget with a member of the WCSD budgeting department, 
and 

3. Get approval to apply for the grant from the WCSD Business Administrator (Brent Bills) 
to ensure the business department can support the grant. 

 
The WCSD business department will set up budget accounts for grants, and prepare and submit 
grant reimbursement requests.  The Business Department will generally need to have the 
following information for new grants: 

1. The dollar amount of the grant. 
2. The end date of the grant. 
3. Whether the grant funding source is state, federal or other. 
4. Whether a specific accounting program has been assigned for the grant. 
5. Whether the granting agency has approved a specific budget plan. 
6. Whether (a) the funds will be received up front, or (b) the District will be required to 

submit reimbursement requests for costs as they are incurred.  (If the District will be 
submitting reimbursement requests, is there a standard reimbursement request form the 
District will need to use?  Is there a deadline date for the final reimbursement request to 
be submitted?) 

7. Whether there are any other restrictions on grant funds, and whether / how an 
adjustment may be made to the approved grant budget plan during the grant period  

8. Contact information for someone at the granting organization who will be able to answer 
questions about the grant 

An organization or agency which awards grants will generally send some type of official, written 
notification (a.k.a. "award letter) to the grantee which includes most or all of the above 
information.  Schools and departments are not allowed to begin spending down funds for grants 
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until the award letter has been received and a copy has been provided to the Business 
Department.  Exceptions to this rule must be approved by the WCSD Business Administrator.  

In the case of certain ongoing state and federal grants which are received every year, funds 
may be spent before award letters are received, because the state may not provide the exact 
amount of the award until several months after the start of the new fiscal year.   

The Business Department will also work together with the grant officer to establish a budget 
which conforms with the Utah State Uniform Chart of Accounts.  100% of grant funds will need 
to be assigned to one or more of the following account categories: 

 Employee salaries   (This category includes payments to district employees for salaries, 
wages, stipends or additional non-contract hours.) 

 Retirement benefits   (This is calculated as a percentage of all salaries for eligible 
employees.  The retirement rate is 23.7% in fiscal year 2016-17, but the rate changes 
from year to year) 

 Social Security & FICA   (7.65% of all salaries for all employees) 
 Health Insurance   (This is applicable only if the grant funds will be used to pay part or all 

of the regular salary of an employee who is eligible for health benefits.) 
 Purchased services   (Payments to businesses, or individuals who are not District 

employees, for services rendered.) 
 Travel   (Transportation, airfare, meals, lodging, per diem and conference registration 

fees, and any other costs associated with staff travel.) 
 Supplies   (Items that are typically used or depleted during the normal course of district 

activities, and which have a low cost per item.) 
 Textbooks & Curriculum   
 Software  
 Equipment   (Computers, hardware, tools, furniture, and other items which have an 

expected useful life of multiple years, and do not have a low per-item cost.) 
 Indirect Costs   (Amounts the District is allowed to charge to the grant for administrative 

and overhead costs.) 
 

Fiscal agent agreements / "flow-through" grants 
"Fiscal agent" arrangements occur when funds are granted to the District, but a substantial 
portion of the grant funds, or all of the grant funds, ultimately flow through to another entity or 
organization separate from the District.  The following problems may be associated with these 
types of grants.  
 

 The District may be required to allocate significant time and resources to manage and 
oversee the grant, 

 The benefit the District receives in return may be negligible, or disproportionate to the 
time and resources devoted to overseeing the grant,  

 The District may be exposed to greater financial liabilities, or legal risk, and at the same 
time the District will have less control over grant funds, and its ability to ensure 
compliance with grant requirements will be diminished. 

 The District may not even be legally allowed to receive and distribute grant funds if the 
grant does not meet the definition of a "school-sponsored activity" per Utah 
Administrative Code R277-113.  
 

Fiscal agent grant agreements require the approval of both the Superintendent and the 
Business Administrator.   
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PARTICIPATION FEES 

The district has established a fee schedule which sets limits on the amount students can be 
required to pay in order to participate in school sports, clubs and activities (see District Policy 
#3400).  Coaches and teachers who oversee school clubs and activities should be familiar with 
the allowable fees for their particular sport or club.   

In particular, coaches, secretaries and administrators should be mindful of the rules regarding 
"Spirit Packs".  Students cannot be required to pay more for a spirit pack than the total 
combined cost of the items included in the spirit pack.  Also, the total cost of a spirit pack cannot 
exceed $100.  The school should maintain a breakdown of the cost of items included in the spirit 
pack, and this breakdown should be kept as permanent documentation. 
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FIXED ASSETS 

All fixed assets, as defined below, must be tagged by the fixed asset department in order to be 
properly tracked. School/district equipment is not to be used for personal use and should not 
leave school grounds. The exceptions to the previous statement would be notebook/laptop 
computers and tablets. 
 
These items may be removed temporarily from the school/district location to complete work 
related assignments with approval of the immediate supervisor. Each school should verify fixed 
assets at least annually. 
 
The purpose of the fixed asset program is: 

 To comply with State requirements. 
 To monitor and safeguard District assets. 
 To have updated records of all assets in case of any catastrophic events. 

 
Equipment Transfers 
All equipment transferred from one location to another must have the proper transfer forms and 
work orders completed. This is essential in properly tracking fixed assets. 
 
Portable Buildings 
Schools are responsible for the contents inside a portable building. This also applies to a 
portable building being moved from a school. Transfer and work order forms will need to be 
completed for the furniture and equipment being moved to another location.  
 
Lost/Stolen Equipment 
Before declaring a piece of equipment lost or stolen, make sure that the entire building has been 
checked. In researching these items, you may recall having had a special program located at 
your school, but is now at another location. Any asset believed to be stolen must have a police 
report returned with any forms requesting it to be removed from inventory. 
 
Equipment Disposal 
All District property is to be disposed of through the Purchasing Department. It may not be 
discarded, destroyed, or given away. An “Equipment Transfer or Surplus Item Declaration” form 
must be completed. Once approved as surplus, items are listed as available for transfer for 
Washington County School District schools and departments. Items not transferred to another 
location after two weeks are made available for public purchase. 
 
Donated Equipment 
All donations of equipment to the District that meet the criteria for fixed assets must be tagged 
and inventoried.  Use the replacement value of the item as the “cost” even though there was no 
initial cost to the District. 
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RESOLVING / AVOIDING BUDGET OVERAGES IN DISTRICT 
LEVEL ACCOUNTS 

A "budget" represents the maximum authorized amount of expenditures in an expense 
account.   
A "budget overage" is when the actual expenditures in an account exceed the budget.  
 
When a budget overage has occurred, or is anticipated to occur, the overage may be corrected 
or avoided by recording a journal entry and/or a budget change.   
 
Journal Entries (aka "Expenditure Corrections") 
A "journal entry" is a way to move costs which have been recorded in one account to a 
completely separate account.  Journal entries are retroactive, meaning they can only move 
costs that have already been recorded; it is not appropriate to record a journal entry to move 
purchases which have not yet been recorded.  A journal entry will only affect the amounts in the 
"YTD Actual" column on your principal's report in SunGard. 
 
Journal entries must balance; in other words, if expenditures are decreased in one account, 
expenditures in some other account(s) must increase by the same total amount. 
 
When recording journal entries, it's important to consider these restrictions: 
 

 Journal entries may not be appropriate based on the nature of the accounts 
affected.  For example, it may be allowable to move a computer purchase from one 
equipment account to a different equipment account, but it would not be allowable to 
move the computer purchase to a travel account.    

 Journal entries may be prohibited in some instances due to the nature of the program or 
funding source.  For example, it would be inappropriate to move supplies costs from a 
general classroom supplies account to a Special Education supplies account, unless the 
costs being moved were for legitimate Special Education purposes. 

 Journal entries are not allowed to increase the costs in any given account above and 
beyond the budget for that account.   

To record a journal entry in SunGard,  

1. Select the "Web Forms" tab. 
2. Select "Expenditure Correction Request" (when it has been selected the words will 

appear yellow). 
3. The fiscal year and posting date will automatically be filled in.  You may change these 

fields if necessary. 
4. Begin with the account which will have its expenditures increase as a result of the 

journal entry. 
a. Enter a brief description of the account (e.g. travel, supplies, equipment, etc.) 
b. In the "key" field, enter the first 10 digits of the account number. 
c. In the "object" field, enter the last 3 digits of the account number. 
d. In the "change amount" field,  

5. Next, select "add line" and enter the same information for the account which will have its 
expenditures decrease as a result of the journal entry, only this time enter the amount as 
a negative amount. 
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6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 as necessary for additional accounts.  If you need additional rows, 
select the "add line" button. 

7. Once you have entered all account information, verify the "net change" amount is $0 
(this shows the total expenditure increases match the total expenditure decreases). 

8. In the "explanation of transfer" field, give an explanation for why the journal entry is 
being recorded.  You should reference the PO number or some other identifier to specify 
the exact costs/purchases that are being moved.  Add lines as needed. 

9. Select the "add attachments" button to attach any document(s) that may be needed to 
explain or justify the journal entry. 

10. Select "accept".  The journal entry will then be submitted for approval through SunGard's 
workflow process.  Make a record of the set ID number and reference number in case 
you need to track down the journal entry later on. 
 

In other words, SunGard won't allow an expenditure correction that looks like this: 
 

 
 
 
Instead, you would need to submit an expenditure correction that looks like this: 

 

 
 

Budget Changes (aka "Budget Transfers") 

A budget change increases or decreases the budget for a given account.  Budget changes can 
be either proactive or retroactive, meaning they can be used correct existing budget overages, 
or to prevent budget overages from occurring in the future.  A budget change will only affect the 
amounts in the "Budget" column on your principal's report in SunGard. 
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Budget changes should balance, meaning any budget change that increases one budget must 
also decrease some other budget(s) by the same total amount.  
 
Budget changes may be subject to certain restrictions, or disallowed altogether, based on the 
nature of the accounts affected.   
 
For example, budget changes may be allowed to increase, but not decrease, the budget for 
certain accounts. 
 
In other instances, budget changes must have a net zero impact on a given program.  For 
example, a budget change may be allowed to increase a school's Trust Lands equipment 
budget (5420100XXX-734) and decrease the Trust Lands Travel budget (5420100XXX-
580).  However, a budget change would not be allowed to increase the Instructional Supplies 
budget (0050100XXX-610) and decrease the Trust Lands supplies budget (5420100XXX-610).  
 
For additional information on which budget change restrictions apply to which accounts, refer to 
the "District Ledger Accounts” section of the Finance & Accounting Manual, or contact the 
WCSD Business Department. 
 
To record a budget change in SunGard,  

1. Select the "Web Forms" tab. 
2. Select "Budget Change Request" (when it has been selected the words will appear 

yellow). 
3. The fiscal year and posting date will be automatically filled in.  You may change these 

fields if necessary. 
4. Begin with the account which will have its budget increase as a result of this budget 

change. 
a. Enter a brief description of the account (e.g. travel, supplies, equipment, etc.). 
b. In the "key" field, enter the first 10 digits of the account number. 
c. In the "object" field, enter the last 3 digits of the account number. 
d. In the "change amount" field, enter the amount as a positive amount. 

5. Next, select "add line" and enter the same information for the account which will have its 
budget decrease as a result of this budget change, only this time enter the amount as a 
negative amount. 

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 as necessary.  If you need additional rows, select the "add line" 
button. 

7. Once you have entered all account information, verify the "net change" amount is $0. 
8. In the "explanation of transfer" field, give an explanation for why the budget change is 

being recorded.  Add lines as needed. 
9. Select "accept".  The budget change will then be submitted for approval through 

SunGard's workflow process.  Make a record of the set ID number and reference 
number in case you need to track down the budget change later on. 
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Note: SunGard won't allow your budget change to have an odd number of rows, and each 
budget increase must have a corresponding budget decrease for the same amount. 
 
In other words, SunGard won't allow a budget change that looks like this: 
 

 

 

Instead, you would need to submit an expenditure correction that looks like this: 
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FINANCIAL RECORD RETENTION SCHEDULE 

Original financial records (i.e. bank statements, receipts, deposit books, checks, etc.) should 
never be brought home.  
 
The following is a list of accounting records and the length of time they must be maintained on 
file.  After the stated time, the records may be destroyed.  
 

 

For more information, see Utah State Archives (www.archives.state.ut.us) 

 

 

 

 

Schools District
7 years 7 years

- Permanent

- Permanent

10 years 10 years

4 years 4 years

4 years 4 years

7 years 7 years

4 years 4 years

7 years 7 years

4 years 4 years

5 years 5 years

4 years -

3 years 3 years

- 10 years

3 years 3 years

4 years 4 years

- 7 - 65 years

3 years 3 years

7 years 7 years

4 years 4 years

4 years 4 years

4 years 4 years

Purchase orders (school P.O.s, district P.O.s)

Receipt books

Receipt registers (monthly listing of receipts issued with 
date, payer and amount)

School lunch records

Free & reduced application (shred/burn)

General journal ledger

Inventory of fixed assets

Journal entries (adjustments)

Payroll records

Petty cash records

Cancelled checks (clearing bank)

Check documentation (with support)

Check register (monthly listing of checks issued with 
date, payee & amount)

Deposit slips

Driver's Ed "Behind the Wheel" documents

Fee waiver applications (shred/burn)

1099's and W-9's

Annual financial reports

Audit reports

Balance sheet reports

Bank reconciliations

Bank statements
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USE OF DISTRICT VEHICLES 

The Washington County School District maintains a fleet of vehicles for official district business 
use. These vehicles are available to use on a mileage basis for individuals designated by the 
District.  The cost per mile can be found on the Transportation Department's website.  
 
Proper Authorization 
The following procedures apply to all employees requesting to use a district owned vehicle, or 
the person responsible for the vehicle: 
 

 All district employees must have a valid driver’s license and two years of licensed driving 
experience to drive district vehicles. 

 All drivers must pass the defensive driving test located on the Utah State Risk 
Management website: http://risk.utah.gov/risk-training/2-risk/50-defensive-driver-
training.html# 

 All drivers will be required to sign a Vehicle Use Agreement prior to driving a district 
vehicle.  The requester must return the agreement to the person responsible for the 
vehicle.  A copy of this agreement can be found on the district website under 
forms.  This agreement will acknowledge that the employee has read a copy of the 
Washington County School District Procedures and Expectations, and understands 
Policy 1520 Employee Accident Reporting, as well as Administrative Letter #25. The 
Vehicle Use Agreement should be sent to the district Risk Management Specialist to be 
kept on file. 

 The employee taking the vehicle must complete the log located in the vehicle. This log 
includes the name of the employee, purpose of the trip, date, destination, and beginning 
and ending mileage.  Fuel purchases should be logged in the same logbook.   

 Fuel cards are assigned to the vehicle and should only be used for that vehicle.  A card 
will be issued to you when picking up the vehicle.  A pin number will be issued at the 
same time.  You will need the pin number and correct odometer reading when it is time 
to fuel.  Fueling procedures must be followed each time the vehicle is fueled.The 
following information must be included when you log your fuel purchase:  

o the correct odometer reading, 
o total gallons purchased, 
o date of purchase, and 
o total dollar amount of the purchase. 

 The receipts will need to be kept with the information you received at the vehicle 
checkout.  The bag with the keys, fuel card, and fuel receipts are to be turned back in at 
the completion of your travel to the person responsible for the vehicle.  With the 
information you received during vehicle checkout you will find a list of places that accept 
the state fuel card.  All Maverick stores take the state fuel card.  Employees are asked to 
always use the state card for refueling whenever possible, because taxes will 
automatically be excluded.  If you cannot find a place that takes the state fuel card, you 
can use a station card (for example, Shell or Phillips 66) located in the packet.  In the 
event of an emergency where you are unable to find a place that accepts either the state 
fuel card or the station card, employees may pay for fuel using their personal funds, and 
submit their receipt for reimbursement.  Employees should note on the log that their 
personal card was used, but otherwise follow the same procedures. 

 
SUVs are also available for district employee use through an approved travel 
request.  Employees who wish to use SUVs must follow the proper procedures outlined in 
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WCSD Policy 7020 In-State Field and Activity Trips, and have prior approval from the 
administrators who oversee the budgets to be charged.  SUVs must be requested at least ten 
working days in advance, 15 days if it requires district administrative approval. 
 
Returning the Vehicle 
The vehicle must be returned clean (garbage removed),and fueled (no less than 3/4 of a 
tank).  The vehicle must be returned to the same location.  The employee should ensure that 
the mileage log requirements are completed and all receipts are in the bag with the keys.  If the 
district or school building is closed, the bag should be placed in the designated drop box.   
 
Personnel Responsible for Vehicles 
Personnel who have been given the responsibility for a vehicle(s) must: 
 

 Be able to locate the car at all times. 
 Issue an Employee Vehicle Use Agreement to each person that drives the vehicle.  The 

agreement forms must be signed and returned before the employee is permitted to drive 
the vehicle.  Once the form has been signed, it should be sent to the Transportation 
Department. 

 Send fuel receipts to the Transportation Department on a monthly basis.Scanned copies 
of the vehicle logbook should also be sent to the Transportation Department monthly, 
providing them with up-to-date odometer readings. 

 Review and initial each completed page in the logbook in the vehicle on a monthly 
basis.  By initialing the logbook, you are verifying that, to the best of your knowledge, it is 
a full and complete accounting of the vehicle use. 

 Contact the Director of Transportation or the District Internal Auditor immediately if you 
discover receipts that do not match the logbook, if any of the information in the logbook 
appears to be incomplete or intentionally misleading, or if you come across any other 
information suggesting that the vehicle or the fuel cards were used by an employee for 
personal purposes unrelated to official district business.   

 
The Transportation Department receives gas receipts and odometer readings monthly from 
each person responsible for a district vehicle. The logbooks and fuel receipts must be kept for 
four years.When the vehicle is brought in for service, the Transportation Department will review 
the logbook. The Transportation Department will perform spot audits to ensure logbooks, 
receipts and bills match.  The District Internal Auditor may also do random vehicle document 
record audits. 
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AUDIT OF FINANCIAL RECORDS 

The District will be audited by external auditors on an annual basis.  In addition to auditing the 
financial records of the District, the external audit firm will audit financial and membership 
records of the schools.  The external audit firm will select a sample of schools to visit every 
year.   
 
Schools will also be visited by the District's internal auditor.  These internal audits are expected 
to take place annually for every school.  The District's internal auditor reserves the right to 
conduct audits at any time throughout the year, even if the school has already been visited by 
the auditor. 
 
As a governmental entity which receives funding from a number of different sources, the District 
is accountable to a variety of State and Federal governmental agencies.  These agencies may 
also conduct their own audits as they see fit.   
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ETHICS 

According to Utah Code Section 63G-6a-2304-4a an employee of a tax supported entity may 
legally accept gifts from vendors so long as the gift is valued less than $10 amount, and total 
gifts for the year do not exceed $50. 
 
Any person acting as a procurement officer for the district, or who in any official capacity 
participates in the procurement of any supplies, services, construction, real property, or 
insurance for the district shall not ask, receive, or offer to receive any emolument, gratuity, 
contribution, loan, or reward, or any promise thereof, either for the person’s own use or the use 
or benefit of any other person or organization, from any person interested in the sale of such 
supplies, and must comply with UCA 63G -6a-2304. 
 
Per Utah Administrative Code R277-515-3,  

 
A professional educator may not accept a bonus or 
incentive from a vendor or potential vendor or 
a gift from a parent of a student, or a student where 
there may be the appearance of a conflict of interest 
or impropriety..." 
 
A professional educator may accept, but not solicit, a 
nominal appropriate personal gift for a birthday, 
holiday, or teacher appreciation occasion, consistent 
with LEA policy and Title 67, Chapter 16, Utah Public 
Officers' and Employees' Ethics Act. 

 
Utah State Code Title 67, Chapter 16 - Utah Public Officers' and Employees' Ethics Act helps 
clarify what qualifies as a "nominal" gift. 
 

It is an offense for a public officer or public 
employee to knowingly receive, accept, take, seek or 
solicit, directly or indirectly for himself or another 
a gift of substantial value or a substantial economic 
benefit tantamount to a gift. 
 
These rules do not apply to:  
 
(a) an occasional nonpecuniary* gift, having value of 
not in excess of $50; 
(b) an award publicly presented in recognition of 
public services; 
(c) any bona fide loan made in the ordinary course of 
business; or 
(d) a political campaign contribution. 

 
* "Pecuniary" means the gift consists of money.   
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

2-Person Rule.  In some situations, Washington County School District employees may not be 
required to issue receipts, but they must follow the 2-person rule in order to properly safeguard 
funds and deter theft.  The 2-person rule is an internal control which requires that two (or more) 
people are present and working together when funds are collected and accounted for, and when 
the deposit is prepared. 

The purpose of this rule is to ensure no single person is ever left alone with access to funds 
which they could easily steal without detection.   

The 2-person rule may be used in lieu of issuing receipts at games, fundraisers, and other 
events where employees may be collecting money from a large number of people 
simultaneously, making it impossible to issue receipts to each and every payer.  Both people 
should sign off on a form indicating they received and counted the money together. 

The 2-person rule must also be adhered to whenever there is a change of custody over funds.   

For example, when a football game has ended, the ticket takers will count the funds together 
and sign a form indicating the amount collected, and then the money may be kept in the school 
safe overnight.  The finance secretary will count the funds in the following morning and prepare 
the deposit.  The finance secretary should not do this alone; the secretary should be 
accompanied by a second person when the safe is opened and the money is counted.  Both of 
them should sign the deposit verifying the amount received matches the amount indicated by 
the ticket takers. 

Allocation.  An amount (usually money or staff) designated for a specific purpose or program. 

Arms-Length Transaction.  In an arm's-length transaction, both parties act independently in 
their own self interest, and not subject to any pressure from the other party.  The transaction is 
carried out in a manner which is fair and equitable to both parties.  Neither party is expected to 
receive any sort of advantage, or expected to assume any additional liability or burden, which 
would not be part of the arrangement if the transaction involved different parties.  
 
Fair Market Value.  The amount at which property would exchange hands between a willing 
buyer and a willing seller, neither being under any compulsion to buy or sell and both having a 
reasonable knowledge of the relevant facts.   
 
Fiscal Year.  A 12 month period to which the annual budget applies and at the end of which the 
District determines its financial position and the results of its operations.  The Washington 
County School District’s fiscal year begins on July 1 and ends on June 30. 
 
Public Funds.  Money, funds, and accounts, regardless of the source from which the funds are 
derived, that are owned, held, or administered by the state of any of its political subdivisions.  All 
monies collected, retained, or donated at Washington County School District Offices or any of 
the schools within Washington County School District are public funds and should be treated as 
such.  Collection and expenditure of public funds must comply with State rule, District policy and 
the Finance & Accounting Manual. 
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EMPLOYEE NAME: TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT (MILEAGE & PER DIEM COMBINED) $

TRAVEL REQUEST ID # PAY REIMBURSEMENT OUT OF THIS ACCOUN

MILEAGE

X =

PER DIEM

$ $ $ $ $

$

RATETOTAL MILES

MILES STARTING LOCATION DESTINATION

REIMBURSEMENT
PER DIEM

A copy of an official announcement, registration form or conference agenda should be attached to this form for out-of-town meetings & events.

WASHINGTON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT DOCUMENTATION FORM - PER DIEM & MILEAGE

DATE

TRAVEL PURPOSE AND LOCATIONDATE

TRAVEL PURPOSE

LUNCH DINNER ADDITIONAL

MILEAGE

District cars should be used when available.  When more than one person is traveling, staff should carpool to the maximum extent possible.  Mileage may 
be reimbursed at $0.48 per mile when a district car is not available for use, and $0.32 per mile when a district car is available.

Allowable reimbursement rates for per diem are as follows: Breakfast = $10.00 for both in-state & out-of-state, Lunch = $14.00 for both in-state & out-of-
state, Dinner = $16.00 in-state ($22.00 out-of-state).  An additional $19.00 per day will be added for trips to Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, New York, 
San Francisco, Seattle and Washington D.C.

BREAKFAST TOTAL

REIMBURSEMENT
SIGNATURE (Only necessary if using the $0.48/mile rate.  By signing here, 

you are verifying that no district car was available, and that multiple employees 
attending the same event carpooled to the maximum extent possible.)



 

 

 

 

 

check this box if this is one of the two annual socials paid with district funds.  

Purpose of meeting/event (please include sufficient detail to justify the meal as an appropriate use of district funds):

Date: Start Time: End Time:

WCSD DOCUMENTATION FORM - MEALS PROVIDED FOR MEETINGS & EVENTS

ATTENDEES

Refer to Administrative Letter #85 for additional information regarding allowable meal purchases.

Attach all meal receipt(s) to this form.

If meals are purchased for fewer than twenty people, please list the names of each person in attendance.

A list of names is not required for meetings or events where meals are purchased for twenty or more people.  However, you will still need to 
indicate the approximate number of people who were in attendance.

Schools may use district funds to cover the costs of two socials per year not to exceed the instate dinner per diem reimbursement amount per 



 

ACTIVITY/EVENT:  ACTIVITY/EVENT DATE:

CASH BOX RECONCILIATION

TOTAL AMOUNT IN CASH BOX

FINANCE SECRETARY:

VERIFIED BY:

Printed Name Signature

The persons signing below indicate that they have counted and verified the ending cash balance and agree to the amount.

Total 

Currency

$

$

$100.00

Printed Name Signature

Amount

$

$

$

$

$

$

WASHINGTON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT DOCUMENTATION FORM
CASH BOX RECONCILIATION - ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

COINS

$0.01

$0.05

$0.10

$0.25

$

$

$

CHECKS

Check #$

$

$

Total Checks $Total Coins $

$$0.50

$

$1.00 $

CURRENCY

$

$

$

$

$1.00

$2.00

$5.00

$10.00

$20.00

$50.00



 

 

ACTIVITY/EVENT:  ACTIVITY/EVENT DATE:

STARTING CASHBOX BALANCE 

TICKET TAKER 1:

FINANCE SECRETARY:

TICKET TAKER 2:

AMOUNT

CASH BOX RECONCILIATION

TOTAL AMOUNT IN CASH BOX

MINUS STARTING CASH BALANCE

TOTAL AMOUNT FOR DEPOSIT

TICKET TAKER 1:

TICKET TAKER 2:

ADMINISTRATOR

FINANCE SECRETARY:

VERIFIED BY:

Printed Name Signature

CURRENCY

$

$

$

$

$1.00

$2.00

$5.00

$10.00

$20.00

$50.00

$

$

Total 

Currency

$

$

$

$

$100.00

$

Total Checks $Total Coins $

$$0.50

$1.00

$0.25

$

$

$

CHECKS

Check #

$

WASHINGTON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT DOCUMENTATION FORM
CASH BOX CHECK-OUT & RECONCILIATION

$

Printed Name

Printed Name

Signature

The persons signing below indicate that they have counted and verified the starting cash balance and agree to the amount specified in the box below.

COINS

$0.01

$0.05

$0.10

Printed Name Signature

Signature

Printed Name Signature

$

Amount

$

$

$

$

$$

Printed Name Signature

The persons signing below indicate that they have counted and verified the ending cash balance and agree to the amount.

Printed Name Signature

Printed Name Signature



 

 

Date:

TOTAL DEPOSIT (1) + (2) + (3)

WASHINGTON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT DOCUMENTATION FORM
DAILY DEPOSIT SUMMARY - ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

AmountReceipt #

TOTAL FROM CASH BOX 
RECONCILIATION FORMS    (2)

TOTAL RECEIPTS   (1)

TOTAL LUNCH RECEIPTS   (3)



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

An official copy of Form TC-721G may be obtained at www.tax.utah.gov/forms-pubs/ 
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If you need an accommodation under the Americans 
with Disabilities Act, contact the Tax Commission 
at (801) 297-3811, or TDD (801) 297-2020. Please 
allow three working days for a response.

Utah State Tax Commission
210 North 1950 West
Salt Lake City, Utah 84134
(801) 297-2200
1-800-662-4335
www.tax.utah.gov

Sales Tax Information
 for Public and Private 
   Elementary
  and Secondary Schools  

Publication 35
Revised 5/07

This publication is 
provided for general 

guidance only. It does 
not contain all sales or 
use tax laws or rules.

Introduction
This publication provides tax information relating to public and 
private elementary and secondary schools. General sales and 
use tax information is available in Publication 25.

Tax Commission publications are reference tools. They are 
not all-inclusive and should not be used as legal references.

Tax laws may change due to legislative action. Changes to 
law will supersede any information in this publication.

Definition of School
School is defi ned as a public school district, a public elemen-
tary school or secondary school, electronic high school or 
a private school that provides instruction for one or more 
grades kindergarten through 12.

Who Must Pay or 
Collect Sales Tax?
Public Schools

Utah law provides for a sales tax exemption on sales or 
rentals to a public school. However, many sales or rentals 
by public schools and admissions or user fees are taxable. 
Exceptions are noted in this publication. The school must 
collect tax on its taxable sales or rentals of tangible personal 
property to students or to the public.

To qualify as a sale made to a public school, the purchase 
must be made with the school’s funds. A purchase does 
not qualify for exemption if a school employee pays for the 
purchase with personal funds, even if the school employee is 
reimbursed for the purchase by the school.

Private Schools
Sales made to or by a religious or charitable institution are 
exempt from sales tax if the sale is made in the conduct of 
the institution’s regular functions or activities. To qualify for 
this exemption, a school must qualify under section 501(c)(3) 
of the Internal Revenue Code and it must obtain a sales tax 
exemption number from the Tax Commission. 

A seller must collect sales tax on purchases by a qualifi ed 
501(c)(3) private school unless the school presents the seller 
with a current exemption certifi cate, and:

1. the purchase totals $1,000 or more, or

2. the purchase, regardless of amount, is made pursuant to 
a contract between the seller and the school, or

3. the purchase is for public utilities.

A school may apply for a refund directly from the Tax Com-
mission for qualifying purchases on which the seller collects 
sales tax. Applications for refunds may not be submitted 
more frequently than once each month.

Private schools which do not qualify as 501(c)(3) organiza-
tions are eligible for the sales tax exemptions pertaining to 
fundraisers, sales of food, educational supplies and materi-
als, transportation and clothing as outlined in this publication. 
Such private schools must pay sales tax on non-exempt 
rentals and purchases of tangible personal property (such as 
construction materials) and collect sales tax on non-exempt 
sales.

Exemption Certificate
All qualifying tax exempt purchases made by private schools 
must be supported by a completed and signed Tax Com-
mission form TC-721, Exemption Certifi cate. The school’s 
assigned sales tax number must be entered on the form.

For public schools, a completed TC-721, purchase order or 
school district check may be used to evidence the exemption.

PTA
Charitable organizations may purchase and sell items tax free 
when the transactions are made in the conduct of the organi-
zation’s regular functions. The Parent Teacher Association is a 
charitable 501(c)(3) organization whose purchases and sales 
are exempt from sales tax when made in the conduct of their 
charitable functions and activities serving Utah’s public schools.

The PTA’s sales tax exemption does not extend to a third 
party business that sells items through the PTA, even if the 
PTA receives some fi nancial benefi t from the sales.
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Sales Tax License
All sellers required to collect sales tax must have a sales tax 
license issued by the Tax Commission. The Tax Commis-
sion recommends a school district obtain the tax license and 
report all sales by schools within the district. However, each 
school engaging in taxable sales may obtain its own tax 
license. A sales tax license can be applied for by fi ling form 
TC-69, Utah State Business and Tax Registration Applica-
tion, or by applying online using OneStop Business Registra-
tion (OSBR) at https://secure.utah.gov/osbr/user. Govern-
ment entities cannot apply using OSBR. 

Taxable Transactions
The following are examples of transactions subject to sales tax.

• Sales of yearbooks, student directories, atlases, day plan-
ners and spirit packs.

• School supplies, i.e., paper, pens, paper clips, staples, etc.

• Sales from concessions stands.

• Admissions to swimming pools and charges to the public 
for the rental of towels, equipment or lockers (if the lock-
ers are tangible personal property). However, charges for 
swimming or diving lessons are not subject to tax.

• Sales of items from a vending machine by private sellers. If 
the vending machine is operated by an outside seller who 
pays the school a commission or fee for placing the ma-
chine in the school, that seller is responsible for reporting 
and remitting the tax on the vending machine sales.

• Charges for school pictures. If an outside photographer 
sells the pictures and collects payment, the photographer 
is responsible for collecting and remitting the sales tax on 
these transactions.

• Sales of supplies or rental of school equipment for com-
munity education classes.

• Book sales (other than texbooks) from outside sellers. 
Group orders placed through the school for individual 
students are taxable. When the school places the order 
with the bookseller and pays with school funds, the school 
must collect sales tax from the student and remit the tax to 
the Tax Commission.

 Alternatively, if individual orders and payments are merely 
collected by the school and forwarded to the bookseller, 
the bookseller is required to remit the sales tax to the Tax 
Commission.

• Sales of items prepared, produced or manufactured by the 
students for sale to other students or the public. For ex-
ample, items manufactured for sale by students in a junior 
achievement program or in a special class are taxable. The 
raw materials used as component parts or ingredients of 
the fi nal taxable product may be purchased by the student 
or student sponsor tax free. However, use of the exemption 
requires the purchaser to obtain a sales tax license and to 
fi le sales tax returns.

Non-taxable Transactions
The following are examples of transactions that are not taxable.

• Sales of textbooks, textbook rental fees, laboratory fees, 
laboratory supplies, and other educational supplies re-
quired and sold to students by the school.

• Charges for use of the school’s copy machine by students 
where the copies are for use in classes or class projects.

• Sales of photocopies.

• Sales of school uniforms required by private or parochial 
schools and sold by the schools are exempt. Uniforms pur-
chased directly from an outside seller are subject to sales 
tax. 

• Amounts charged, collected and retained by the school for 
admissions to athletic events, school dances, school plays 
or other school related activities.

• Amounts charged by the school and passed through to 
a nonprofi t organization or association authorized by a 
school board or governing body of a private school to or-
ganize and direct a competitive secondary school activity.

• Participation or sign up fees for drill team, cheerleading, 
band, athletics and other student activities. However, if the 
fee includes purchase or rental of non-exempt clothing or 
equipment, those sales and rentals are subject to sales tax.

• Sales or rentals of safety equipment, fees to recondition 
safety equipment, or sales of clothing a student is specifi -
cally required to wear as a condition of participation in a 
school-related event or activity and is not readily adaptable 
to general or continued use to replace ordinary clothing. 
If the fee for clothing and equipment can be waived under 
Utah fee waiver rules, it is exempt. In cases where the fee 
covers both non-taxable participation fees and taxable 
sales or rentals, the taxable portions must be separately 
stated or the entire amount is subject to tax. 

• Transportation charges for offi cial school activities.

• Fees charged to students to participate in athletic clinics or 
cheerleading clinics.

• Fines charged for overdue library books.

• Charges for advertisements in school publications.

• Charges to parents for use of the school-operated nursery 
taught by high school students under the supervision of a 
faculty member.

• Charges for parking permits.

• Charges for class schedule change fees.

• Fund-raising sales made by public or private elementary or 
secondary schools or their students are exempt if the pur-
pose of raising funds is to purchase equipment or materi-
als, or to provide transportation. To qualify for the exemp-
tion, the activity must meet all of the following conditions:

1. The activity must be a part of an offi cially sanctioned 
school activity conducted in accordance with a formal 
policy adopted by the school or district governing the 
authorization and supervision of fund-raising activi-
ties; 

2. The funds may not be used to directly or indirectly 
compensate an individual teacher or other personnel; 
and

3. The revenues from the fund-raiser must be deposited 
in a dedicated account controlled by the school or 
district.

• The sale of coupon books (e.g. Happenings books) by 
students or school organizations.

• Sales of food, food ingredients, or prepared food served 
by public and private elementary and secondary schools if 
the net or gross revenues generated by the sales are de-
posited into a school district fund or school fund dedicated 
to school meals. 
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• Sales of food, food ingredients, or prepared food served by 
qualifi ed religious or charitable institutions if the meals are 
not available to the general public, including prepaid meals 
that are part of a student meal plan.  

• Food sales by the school from vending machines owned 
or leased and operated by the school if the proceeds from 
the sales are deposited into the school or district lunch or 
meal fund.

• Sales of discount cards by a school to students that enable 
the students to make purchases from an outside seller at 
a discount. If the discount card is sold by the seller offering 
the discount, then the sale of the card is taxable.

Purchases of Construction 
Materials by Public Schools

Construction materials purchased by or on behalf of public 
school systems are exempt from sales tax if the construction 
materials are clearly identifi ed and installed or converted to 
real property owned by the institution.

 Sales tax publications provide general guidance only. 
They do not contain all sales or use tax laws or rules. If 
you need additional information, call (801) 297-7705 or 
1-800-662-4335, ext. 7705 (outside the Salt Lake area), or 
email taxmaster@utah.gov.
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